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2APSTRACT
neutron Dosimetry is concerning white the dsterninetion of
the mean energy ii ia.rt ec by neutrons tc the matter wolum
element per unit mass. In this research project, l rpparcular,
the 14 Meg neutron tissue dosimetry is investigated because of
possible a plications. of fast neutrons in radiotherapy of cancers
as well as in radiological Prot ecticn of person.
To meet with the requirements in fast neutron dosimetry, a
multi- wire planar tissue equivalent pronortional chair ber was
constructed, It can simulate planar tissue like that a. dciremen.
The gas amplification factor and sensitive volume both incrae
when compared with that of single-tw,ire cylindrical chlamaer. The
planar chamber was placed at the point of interest in two The
noutron field Pulse hei1s spectracan icnization curient
neutron from 14 Me" neutrons irradiation on the chamber here
obtained which could then be used to infer the Mey tissue absordos
dose. Accomangying gamma dose was indendchtly assessed by a dual
A1-Ar cnamber. Accurate Determination of the relative mutren
sensitivity of A1-Ar chamber-- secong erder perurbation of the
noutron dese evaluated Xy TE CHAMBER-- posed a problen .It this
is taken to be 0.13, sose rate for ncutront Fas found te be
2.3 x 10 6 Gy/sec. This method has the capability to evalaate
other wicrodosimetric and raeiation cuality sush
LRT spectra, Iineal Enersy etc. with high sensitivity .previecc
that the rolative cutron sensitivity of A1-Ar carmer lswe
ccurately cetarmined, DN can be determined more accurately.
Another method of noutren dosimetry requi hnowed
the absolute differential neutron tha tensity at the
3intcrest which was determined by a liquie seintillation srcctronetar
(N2 213) and an A1 thrcsaekd detector. this speclma, togetner with
other information like TE plastic atomic cshposition powers
and ranges of recoil particles produced by 1 11. eV ne-Litrons etc.,
served as input data for Monte Carlo corm put Fir sii-iulat i on o f 1 L. e'
neutrons irradiation on the T E chamber. The results obtained were
consistent with that from the first method. The second method has
the advantages of less expensive and comclet e vamrna-rays discriminatio..
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Introduction to Neutron Dosimetry
1 1 Introduction
For any radiation source, it interacts with a given
object by means of a radiation field produced by the source. he
various radiological protection quantities describing such a energy
transport process are interrelated with one another and are shown
in the tree diagram of (Fig. 1.1);.
Two distinct cases can be observed: one is that the spatial
region concerned can be, but not actually, occupied by a man—
receptor free condition; the other is that radiation quantities
are determined inside or 3n the neighborhood, of the body—receptor
condition. Under the former condition, the absorbed dose of any
given recentor in the radiation field can be determined provided
that the particle fluence and the energy fluence at any point are
known precisely. Under the latter condition, dose equivalent at
some point deep inside the body can only be determined from some
other radiation quantities measured with phantom or calculated
from reference man model; measured dose equivalent value on the
•surface of body; or any other radiation quantities derived under
receptor free condition.
In the (Fig. 1.1), subscripts F and h represent receptor
free and receptor conditions respectively
emissivity of radiation source exterior and interior so the receptor
respectively. X, K, D and h are exposure, kerua, cose and dose
equivalent respectively. is the macroscopic cross-section ci
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the corresponding energy transferred, g is the fraction of energy
of charged particles converted into Bremstrahlung, q is the electronic
equilibriuni coeffici ent is the density of the object concerned.
coll
and are mass collision stopping power,
mass energy transfer coefficient and mass energy absorption
coefficient respectively. We is the average energy expended through
ionization and excitation in the air in order to produce one ion
pair per unit charge of the ionizing particle, f is the conversion
factor from absorbed dose (unit: Gray) to exposure (unit: Beet .sen
or Coulkg). f attr Q is the
Quality Factor and K is a slumped correction factor for conversion
from absorbed dose to dose equivalent.
From the tree diagram, it is seen that various radiation
quantities form a hierachy structure in which any quantity (and its
distributions with respect to position, energy, direction and time)e.g.
can be inferred from the precedent one.
In our project, an indirectly ionizing neutron source is used
to irradiate a tissue equivalent•chamber in order to evaluate tissue
absorbed dose. The absorbed dose inside tne simulated tissue is
determined following the path shown ac in (Fig. 1.1) under
receptor condition.
1.2 Feutron Dosimetry
The objective of neutron absorbed, cose determination is to
describe the energy deposition in irradiated ma -erial in such detail
that workers in Biology an d medicine may make' n ambiguous com els tier
wi t hi obse r ved re sue n s e or precii c t ion of re s r o n r- e s of ir r a 6 i a t e c
(102)
biological systems''. The physical parameters which aim necessary
for such a response assessment include the fast neutron absorbed
dose, the absorbed dose of contaminating gamma-rays and the various
quantities related to radiation quality (e.. neutron energy spectrum
linear energy transfer, LET, spectrum; lineal energy,y, erectrun etc.
because of the dependence of the relative biological effectiveness
011 ill e n eu t r cn en er gy.
Fast neutions are of great interest fcr raciobio1ogy
since they oifer the practical possibility o1 exposing relatively
large objects to high LET radiation with a relatively uniform
1 1- 1• i• 1 a.• i' i|---.( 1 02)( 1 03 -t
absorbea aose aistriounon tnrougnout one subjecu-, Jn
addition, neu11• cns from certain sources,-. g. fissi o n r eactor s,
provide large fields for the irradiation of many biological objects
at a time, an essential feature for the study of effects in animal
' populations. On the other hand, collimators used to provide veil-
_i_ _L'--
defined beams affect the primary neutron energy spectrum and the
contribution from gamma radiation. Additional changes in radiation
• Quality occur due to absorption and scattering processes in the
N (10b
patient and in the environment. In fact, Geraci et al. (Ihcdv''
»
recently concluded that review of the relevant neutron radiobiological
data for various tumors and late normal tissue effects in rodents
indicates no definitive biological advantages of neutrons over
conventional photon irradiation.
1.1 7 nteraot on o f Feu trvcn s -ith Bholoslea] Mtter
The nuclear res cticns induced by an incident neutron
on biological matter(basically composed of Kyoregen, Oxygen, Carbon
and Fitrogen) depends on the type of target arem and incident neutron
energy. Four main categ;ories of neutron interactioris in bic 1 cpic• 1
tissues up to appro ximat ely neutron energy- of. 100 MeV can be summarizes
( 105)
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and (n, p) reactions
(Neutron cross-sections data can be obtained free of charge from
the buc 1 ear Eata Section, Internationa 1 Atornic Energy I,geney,
Vienna, Au striaJ
Energy dissipation of fast neutrons in biological materialsi
takes place through recoil protons, heavy recoil nuclei and products
of nuclear reactions. The relative contributions to the kerma or
absorbed dose in soft tissue from these charged particles depend
(1C 6
on the neutron energy as shorn in (Fig. 1.2). v °y Calculation of
mass energy transfer coefficients show that the contribution fro.,.
) a n g i'Gcic u _oni.
Hydrogen decreases from 97% of trie total keima at a neutron energy
of 10 keV to 691 at an energy of Id KeV. At 1L He, fractions of
kerma due to Hydrogen, Oxygen, Carbon and Nitrogen ar approximat ely
0.?G, 0.21, O.Og and 0.01 respectively. Hence recoil pro tens













































Fig.1.2 Kerma factors as a function of energy for carbon,nitrogen,and oxygen,not averaged over
Usedwith permissionof the authors
1•k Basic Definitions and Concepts
The following definitions and concepts are meant to be
reminders. They are useful to the remaining parts of the thesis.
They are adopted from the ICPU report 26, chapter 2.
1.2.1 Fluence and Fluence Pate
Thp P liipnrp , of particles is the quotient of dN by da;
where dN is the number of particles which enter a sphere of cross-
sectional area da.
Note that the Fluence and the quantities we are going to discuss
are in fact point functions and of stochastic nature.
The Fluence Fate, of particles is the quotient of
dt s where c is the increment of particle fluence in the time interval
-+-•h:. Uv
If energy rather than particle transported is interested,
the quantity Energy Fluence
«
I, must be used. Energy fluence of nartic]
t
is the quotient dE hy da, where dih is the sum of energies,
exclusive of rest energies, of all the particles which enter a sphere7 m
of cross-sectional area da.
Similar to the fluence ate case, Energy rluence ate is defined as
The dif ferential spectra of fluence and Energy fluence with
respect to energy are defined as the derivatives ct
with respect to E:
1.2 Interaction Coefficient and Kerma
Keutrons, as indirectly ionizing particles, interact
with matter in two steps. Directly ionizing particles are first
produced by neutrons. Then these secondary charged particles
interact'with matter mainly through ionization and excitation of
material atoms. For the second step,, the quantity Absorbed Dose D
is useful and this wi 11 be discussed in the ne;t sc.ction. The
following quantities are associated with the first step.
The Kass Attenuaticn Coefficiert, o f a mat eria1 for
indirectly ionizing particles, of specified energy, is-the quotient
of dKI. byhdl, where dhi is the fraction of particles that
experience interactions while traversing a distance d.l in a
meQium of densit
The quantity s called the macroscopic cro rs-sect ion of me
material with regard to neutrons of the srecified ener v.
A microscopic cross-secticn, ~i c.. re Y~i ~i VP1~ C-' T~ C- P 1 1 P; Yi—v• O4. -i--. J.. J- h P. 1 (_X—m f -i.
probability per atom rer unit flu once, is defined a-»•— _L
wn er e is the density of the material, n is s the molar mass c f
the medium, and hA is the evcgadro Constar o.
Tne Mass Energy Transfer Coefficient
material lor indirectly ionizing parti clem of sr eel fi.. I en r
_s the quotient of eE, ...E by 'dl, where cID is the fraction
of inc:i dent f articles energy (excluding rest en ormi es) that is
transferred to kinetic energy of char get part j clec by j nt eract.1 or.
in traversing a distance dl in a medium of densit, o
The Kerma K, is the quotient of dEf by cm, mere c.h.,r is
the sum cf the initial kinetic energies of all the charged particles
liberated by indirectly ionizing particles in a volume element of
the specified material, and dm is the mass of the matt or in that
vo1ume el em ent
Kerma has the same dimension as absorbed dose and both quantities
have the same special unit, the rad. The AT unit is the Tray, symbol
Gy 100 rad.
bote that Kerma is independent of the complexities of the
energy transport by charged secondaries. Also, ~:'er..a has a well-
defined value for a. material sample of vanishing size which is
embedded in some other materials or positioned in free space.
where
i Jo (Jo
is a function of neutron energy ana atc-mic commotion
of the irradiat ed inedium.
1. U. 1 Absorbed Dose
The stochastic quantity energy impa.rt ec,, by i cnizing:
radiation to the matter in a volume is
wh er( = the sum of energies (excluding mess energies., of all
those directly and indirectly ionizing particles
which have entered the volume.
ex= the sum of energies (excluding rest energies) of all
tnose directly and indirectly ionizing particles which
have left the volume.
- Q= the sum of all the energies released, minus the sum cf alC 11—J J
t;.e energies expended in any transfcrmation of nuc 1 ei
and elementary particles which have occured wit an n the
volume.
The Absorbed Dose, D, is the quotient o :}by dm, where
is the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to the mattei
in a volume element, and dm is the mass of the matter in that volume
G J. Gill Glib.
The special unit of Absorbed Dose is the rad and the ST unit
of Absorbed Dose is the Gray
From the definition, it is seen that absorbed dose is taken
as the vo 1 urne 1 imiting va 1 ue of an average energy impartec va 1i e.
1[ Rpmt.i one hpf.n'ppr! flh.qpirhpH Oncp arifi pari ror i 7,a tir. Gu rvpr h
In general, Kerma is not eoual to Absorbed Dose because ofC— 7-
the fact that charged seconcaries haveafinit e range within ohich
energy is diss!rated in one medium. Absorbed Dose at some point is equa
—-1 l7 .j-».
,y
to the'Kerma if it is constant within a distance equal tc the laaximum
I'ange o 1' the chaired secondaries. Under this '.on ition, charges
particle equilibrium exists, i.e., the Fluence of charged particle:
in the immediate vincinity of the point ol reference is constant.
On the other hand, due to absorption and scattering of neutrons,
Kerrna decreases at deeper tissue. ..Striking a balance between these
two factors, we choose thickness of cathode IE plastic to be 3 mi;1•
] n case c f wn ionization, chamber with a medium of variable-
density but uniform composition, Fano Theorem can be used to justify
the charged particle equilibrium condition in the TE ionization
chamber. The theorem states that in such a medium the fluence of
secondary particles is constant. At neutron energy of 1b wev, neutror
has a me a n free pat h greater t h a n 10 c rn i n v.ra t er. T h e T E gas la y er
in our chamber has an equivalent thickness of a few tens micrometers.
Hence the constancy of prima.ry particles F1 uence is clcselj arproxi-
mat e ci.
According to Bragg-Gray Theorem, if the gas-filled cavity
in an ionization chamber is so small that the charged particles
liberated in the medium lose a negligible fraction of their energy
in traversing the cavity, the Absorbed Doses in the medium and
in the cavity should be in the ratio S of their average mass
m? S
- collision stopping powers:
O W 5 0
D is related to J, the Quotient of the charge of one
o 6
sign by the mass of the gas, by
wh ere is the average energy expended in the production of an ion
pair and e is the electronic charge. Hence
Clearly, the assumption that cavity size is small compared with
recoils' ranges does not held for cur chauler. Fortunately, our
chamber is homogenous, i.e., having identical atomic composition
of wall and gas. From Fano Theorem, tne flu once of charged partj cles
is then tne same in the wall and gas regardless of cavity size,
provided tnat ext erna 1 irradiation is uniform, S: is 1.0.
Xix} Lj
1. 6 hadiation Pualit a
The mere specification of Ac-sorted hose is not sufficient
for radiobiological research and ra(vi clerical protection purposes.v— V.—'.. j..
It is because absorbed dose does not account for the microscopic
distribution of the absorbed energy; this microscopic distribution
however, can affect the yield of radiochemical products and it
also influences cellular radiation effects, biological effects of
radiations (esp. gentic effects) are due to energy deposition events
Qccwfiftj in DKA macromclecules directly or indirectly(through free
radicals) by radiations. Because DKA macromolecules are of
_£_ Q
dimensions 10° to 1C hrythe field of study— Kicrooosiinetry— is
dealing with energy deposition events in such a small dimension.
In what follows, a few important micro do sin. euric quantities are
defined.(1°7)
The Restricted Linear Energy Transfer or Restricted Linear
Collision Stopping Power, LA, of emerged particles In a medium is
the quotient of dE by d1, where d1 is the 6istance travei• sed by
the particle and dE is the c ner• gy loss due to electroriI. c co 11 isions
with energy transi ors less than some specified value a.
En erg y c u t off i s u s u a 11 y e x p r e s s e d i n e'. L w Is t h o
total energy transfer or linear collision stopping rover.
The term Energy Deposition Event, or triefly 'vent aonotes
the deposition of energy in the mass of interest by correlated (i. e.
statistically dependent) ionizing partic1es.
Tiie stochastic quantity I inea 1 Fnergy,•., 1 s the cuotient
of C wii er e i s t h e e n e r g y i m p a r t e d t o the m at ten i n a v' o 1 u meV
during an energy deposition event and d is the mean chord lencvth
in th e vol urn e o 1 int er est:
The stochastic quantity Specific Energy or Specific Energy
imparted, z, is the energy imparted to a region of interest divider
by the mass of the regi0n:
Gas-filled cavity chamter has the capati1ity of measuring
the afore-mentioned mi c r o do si m e t r i c quantities by reducing the gas-
pressure (and thus the density). Typical actual size of the gas-filled
cavity ranging from a few cm to 10cm can simulat e regions of dimensions
of the order a or 1ess Trie as pressure cannot be too low
or otherwise energy straggling becomes significant. The influence of
( 1 G©N|
detector size is discussed recently -by Zoetelief et al. (1 96C) '''h
For a cavity of size 1 equivalent diameter, if the minimum
LET of interest is 5 keV the s a i a lie s t e n e r g y 1 c s s t h a t n i ust be
determined is 5 keV. Only a few icn pairs are produced in most gases
for such charged particle energies. At present, only the proportional
counter has sufficient sensitivity and resolution in this region.
MuIti-wire proportional counter 1ias a high potentia1 for Licrodosimetri-
(110)
studies. In fact, Eaily and Steigerwalt (1977)' mad used a
multi-wire proportional count er to obtain experimental oat a depictingJ- J. -O''
typical frequency distributions of energy deposition associated
vith the passage of 5-5 Ee particles through the chamber for both
i ii divi dua 1 vir 0 s an d hi gh voltage planes.
Apart from experimental techniques, theorectical methods
( 1 1 1
1 ike Fouri er Tran sf 0rm s; and i t erat j.v e It0nt e Car 1 c un f 0lding
(112)
procedures can also be used to fine LFT distributions etc.
These two methods play no limitations on the geometrical snape of
t h e c a v i t y.
1.7 Maximum Permissible Dose Eauivalent
When monoenergetic neutrons impinge on tissue, a spectrum
of secondary particles is produced. The average Quality Factor (Q)
with respect to LET(L) is given by
where D(L) is the differential distribution of absorbed dose in L.
The Dose Ecu j. v a lent H, for a p a r ticu 1 a r 0 r g a n 0 r 11 s su e,
is given by
where E is the product of all other correction factors, usually
taken to be 1, in view 0f insufficient Information available. 0 s
uaually taken to be 10 as upper bound for fast neutrons, lie OW
unit of Dose Equivalent II is Si evert:
Based on considerations of possible genetic effects, trie
recommended maximum permissible annual dose equivalent for radiation
workers over several years is 5 r em and 0.5 rem j or non-radiation
workers. Note -that Dose Equivalent is used for long t era., dew a0se
irradiation. F0r 01h er purpo.ses, 0uant i 1 i es 111: c D 011 i mcn 1, Col 1 ec11 v e
Dose Equivalent or Dose Equivalent Commitment etc 0 must be used.
1• 8 Advantages of Using TE Multi-wire rorortiona! Chamber
to Measure Tissue Absorbed Pore and Ctlur 7 adi.olori.cal
Pro f nr t. i rn Oil p r f. i 1. i r7 .q
As shown in (Fig. 1.1), there are many possible paths
to arrive at the desired radiological rrotection quantity, e..,v.'•— y
Absorbed Dose, Dose Equivalent. Metnods of analytical, numerical or
experimental nature; or any combination of them can be used for
this purpose. For example, in our case, we used an Liquid Scintillatioi
relative
Spectrometer to det ermine the 1A MeV neutron energy flu enc e spectrum
from the neutron generator. Then an Aluminum foil was used to
det ermine the absolute energy f lu en c e spectrum at the point of interest
There were three possible ways to follow then. The first was to use
the Derma Factor table, doing an numerical integral: on of the type
all possible E
After certain correction, du.e to the depth of tissue- at vhlen the
do ere is- i interested D can be derived from K. The sec on a way
was to use Monte Carlo computer program tc obtain energy deposition
per incident neutron, product of this with neutron flax and divided
tne result by tissue mass considered should give the Absorbed Dose.
Details of this method will be discussed in C.aapter 1. The final
way was to use gaseous TE chambers to measure the neutron tissue
Absorbed Dose directly after suitable calibration. Details of this
method and the results obtained will be discussed in Charter 3-
rn i ~i j. 1-)- i. r
± n e last rn e t h o d c a n o c z e ca t•. e e x a s c c n c e o f i•; n:•:: n,
radiation more definitely. Cn the ether hand, we eases rac'aiw tion
are
safety precautions adequate or not can only be vcriliad by suca
actual mea sur em elit s.
In advition to the aic ve consi.d-1• at: c,n;, Millt: -wire
chamber lias the foliowing advantages ovor S 1 ng 1 e- vl re chamber:
(1 N| The gas mult j all cation factor incrcasts because ofG,J J
the additional cap:cltance.
'2; The sensitive volume increases by R tp.ies an•: thus
the sensitivity of tne chamber is improved by th. e same factor (b is
the number of anode wires;.
(y) Construc t ed in planar shape. ci.n sic,u 1 at e p 1 anar tissue
line c11a c a. u abg.omen.
(Li) j.t can operate under a strong magnetic field-- up to
10 L' Gauss, hence it may be useful to evaluate the neutron tissue
abs orbed do s e arcund nu c1ear fusion i• eact o r- s.
( 5) It has the capability tc measuro i-.icrodo sia; trie quantiti ef
like LET, I,inea 1 Energy etc. of various charge d seco 11 darieo produced
by neutron irradiation. It is even possible to detect those secon caries'
positions and time of traversal with an error less than± 1 mm and
(312)
+. 0 n s e c. r e s r e c t i v e 1 y.
However, multi-wire proportional chamber has the following
shortcomings when compared witn Single-wire one:
(1) The electric fi. Id cistri out ion around tne anode v. 1 res
is difficult wo calculate because of one anise ore pic geometry. icons
we cannot tame further oheoreticsl studies and the analysis of tne
experinenta 1 p; 1 se height spectrum for the Ifu 11i -vine TE prcpcrtiona 1
chamber under 1L Ifc neutrons inraelation wfich is prcsenoec in
Chapter 3-
(2) rulse height decreases, uoe are twc reasons.
(1)If a negative rulse is obtained on a wire by the
development of a avalancnescan orodnar signal),
then positive pulses are o btainoe simuloansously
on the neighboring wires 1 or an- spacing between t.ho
( 1 1S;
wires beeause of eleccrostatic induction.
1'0Since the capacitance per unit lengch lor i wires connect.3.;
becomes C= h C-., where Cr. is the c: r: citance for
one wire onl.. The additional capacitance decreasesC«.
nil 1 P P rvP 4-
Tliis effect is clearly shown in the spectra of section 35-
(3) Counting rate limit decreases due to ru 1 se- pile in.—1
Charter 2
K eut1on sourc es and F eutron fi elds
2. 1 Introduction
Fast neutron sources used tor this project included
an accelerator type 1 g MeV neutron source and an isotonic
2t 1
type Aiii-Ee neutron source. The former is nearly mono energetic
and is thus used for actual calibrations and measurements;
the latter is,however, more convenient to use, and is adopted
for preliminary testing For neutron dosimetry purposes, the
mixed neutron-gamma fields produced by the neutron sources,
rather than the uure neutron fieIds. must 1e ccnsicei• ed for— j
calibration of the dosimeters and investigation of biological
effectiveness of the neutrons. The -moat elementary characteri¬
zation of such a radiation field is one in which the type,
energy, direction and fluence rate of various radiation species
are completely specified.
10 2 Th e 1 L IT e v F eu t r on 0 en erat oramii—n'i»i.i ii« »iiifii.n.i»i.AiHniMJu»«ii»a—a———owwm
For our' pr esent experiment, we used th e Kaman
Science Model A-711 neutron generator. It is a miniature
sealed-tube accelerator capable of producing 11. 3 MeV neutrons
1 i
of the total flux in excess of 10 per second.
The neutron generator consists of io- r components,
a control console, a cooling ur.it, a power supply ana an
Z% l
accelerator tube. An exothermic reaction, H(D,F; Tie (C-
17.6 MeV), is utilized tc generate the 119.3 MeV neutrons. Deu¬
terium and tritium ions are supplied by e Penning-ion-;_yage-
type plasma source. The ions are then accelerattd, through a
high voltage of about 160 kv, into a target. The target contains
a layer of titanium in which deuterium and tritium are adsorbed,
Neutrons are then emitted nearly i sotropically from the target.
The detailed construction and operation procedures of the
the gene r at or are fou n d i n K a rn a n1 s re f e r e n c e m a n u a 1.' u'
2o j Neutron, spectrum produced by the 11 MeV neutron generator
By means of a Liquid Organic Scintillation detector
coupled with a pulse shape analyzer elec t ronic system, th e
relative differential flux density spectrum of the neutrons
from the neutron generator was obtained and is shown in (Fig,1 1
( PC)P 0 OI'
' In the neutron unfolding program v v used, the
elastic carbon scattering and alpha producing reactions in
the detector were neglected, so the 1ow encrgy portion of the
neutron spectrum, should actually be a much less fraction of
that shown in (Fig. 2.1). This was confirmed by Chuang and Wong
( 1979)• 'Kc~ u' They obtained the sawe neutron spectrum,
shown in (Fig. 2.2), using a set of threshold foil-dotectors.
©
Th e absolute di f f er en t ia 1 flux o en si t y F (F.) i s
related to the relative one simply by a proportional constant
o o
k, i.e., F(E)= kS(E) This con scant k can be determined by
-X'
neutron activation of an Aluminum foil placed at the poritpcn
of the TE chamber utilizing the nuclear reaction (11 (n, offa.
A vail able from Reactor Experiments. Inc., San Caiios, Csli fori, i a
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.Fig. 2.1 Relative Differential Neutron Flux Density At Angles
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Fig. 2.2 Differential neutron flux density at
6.6 cm from the generator target
When the toil is irradiated by neutrons of constant
differential flux density F(E) for a time tj le activity
at the end of a delay time, t-n, after the end of bombardment is
', D J
Orj
where G is the number of A1 atoms of the foil detector
is the decay constant corresponding t. the
em is si o n of 2,75 k M e V g a m m a-ra y s fro m H h:
is the activation crcss-section, and
The induced gamma-rays are then counted in a standard kal(Ti),
of the size 3 inches by 3 inches scintillation detector system,
th e
wh i ch wa s a 1 s o u s e d 1 c r cl et e r m i n a tio n o 1 t h e tot a 1 n eu trcn
output from the neutron generator according to the Texas Con v en tier.
(207
v''. After making corrections for the different averager solid
{ -g)r~-Cj.
anglesVcW° subtended by different 1'oi 1 diameters, -branching ratics
and photopeak efficiencies between the standard Coprer foil ana.
the Aluminum foil used presently, it was found that A,- (trJ is
equal to 79T?h (t.r.,) 0 After correcting for th e decay of mammaL)
activity in th e counting period, we have Ar,(tT.;= 60.2U~(t),km if w
where I: (t) is the average coi.r:ting rat e within th e countin
74. J
period t. As a result, k was found to be f .01x10 nsecc:i3~ at
a beam current of 2.2 rnArnp. Since the diameter of the collimator
is 7.7 cm, the neutron flux Incident normally on the TO ca-ber
y
surface is 7. 5x 10y nsec. A LiI1 neutron monitcr was used to cn eck
the consistency of th e b earn current throughout t:, e neutron irr: c-
i a t i o n
1! livariably, some gamma-rays whether coming from ti, o ger.erator
tai• get or induced fi;cm neutrcn ii rac i•-ti.cn c± 11;, s i• i ounding
objects, a 1 w a y s contribi t e ic the t o t a 1 a b s c i• b e c o e e m c. s i r e c.
Separation of t Ii e g am r. i a- r ays co n t r i bu t: c n f r o m 111 o t o t a 1 c o£ e
( ppN'( Oi O-'
measured was made by using the dual chamber technique. 1 w
This t echnique involves the use of a neutron insens:tie c chamber
(e.g. Al-Ar) for measuring the gamma-rays dose. This gamma-rays
dose was then subtracted 1 rem the total dose meas. red by TE cham¬
ber, which was sensitive to both the neutrons and the gamma-rays.
Detail e d a c c o u n t of t a is t e c h n i a u e a s a r r 1 i e d to our prelect i s
.m. -i-. m
given in Chapter 3- A generalized definition ofN' mixed radiation
i. 211;
fields' was presented by Eichsel and Eenmaa (197;. :ual device
tecimiques and associated errors are also examined in detail by
them. Suitable neutron insensitive photon dosimeters include
ionization chambers, G eiger-Ku 11 er countens, photographic emu 1 sions,
and thermoluminescent materials
P Li The r a d i o 1 s c tone _r A rn- n p n pi i f. r r n p n 11 r r. p
s0 9
-V-
The Am-Be neutron source had an outrut of 2.2x10° nsec
p t--— o
on 21 Jan,19o6, which is only approximately 10 of that from
24
the 1A MeV neutron generator. Since the half-life of Am is 158
years, the neutron output should net change appreciably over
these years. The isotopic source has the advantages of convenience
( py 'j 2
stable and no contamination problem.°
T he relative differential flux den si t.y d i s 11: b u t i o n c f
Ob]
the neutrons from tre Am-Be source was determined using a
Liquid Scintillation Spectroineter inccrpcratec with a pulse shape
x Manufactured by radiochemical Center, Am er sham, Mnglnc.
analyzing system. The result is shown in (Fig. 2• 3)• The average
( o i 0
energy of the neutrons is h-5 The flu en c e-to-hernia and
fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factors are approximately
and '; r e s p e c t i v e 1 y. T h e
average quality factor is thus about 10. The gamma-rays exposure
rate at 1 meter from the source is approximately
Being shielded by double layers of stainless-steel and then a
lead shield, the low energy gamma-rays of 60 kev or less are
-y
greatly attenuated. This can be compared with 0.17x10. Coulkghr
1 77, 7
exposure rate at 1 meter from a Cs gamma source of 0.1 Opxl 0Bq
(0.5 mCi).
I abricaticn and' Performance of th e Finrle- .nd Multi-wire
Ti s su e Maui va 1. en t Po si;;, et ei• p
5. 1 Introduction
£ingle-wire cy 1 i n o.ri ca 1 or spii eri ca 1 I oni zat ion chamb er s
and proportional counters, nave long been used to me a cure radiological
protection quantities like absorbed dose, quality factor and lineal
( AC 1( 7:0~ N'
energy etc. In particular, Hurst 'and bossi dosimeters are
famous in evaluating fast neutron tissue absorbed dose. In these
dosimeters, tue ion rairs in the counting: ;u c: -.'reduced mainly by
recoil protons from hyerogenous or tissue equivalent eaierials urrdr
fast neutron irradiation are amplified anc collected. ine subsequent
pulse neight spectra obtained are then call brat ec. to give tne absorbec.
dose or dose equiva 1 ei:t ir ec11 y. Jn vhat foliows,. 11i e constru! ction
details and performance of one single-wire cylindrical and one multi-
wire planar tissue equivalent dosimeters will be described, hue fast
.neutron beams usee induce a lb MeV mono energetic neutron bear and a
poly energetic neutron beam produced by e (oC, 7i) source, lone•... i these
1 n strurn ent s is, or wa s. ver i, t en 6 e d t c b e. tu e l,g st ac curat e,7
s on si t i v e e xam p 1 e o f this t y r e. Y e t s i m p licit y 1 u co n r t r u cti o n,
convenience in usage and consistency in result; are realized.
1.2 fabrication of TE chambers
3.2. 1 A1 n g j. e- w 1 re c y 111; d. r 1 c s: 1 :E c h am be r
The simplified senera-ic s 1 a_ am c f the uasic streets, re
of the chamber is shown in(: 1.1. A rhcto, rarh c i :..e cai.dber












Fig. 3-1 Schematic Piagrarn of the IE Single-wire Chamfer
1. IE Cathode Wall 2. Anode Steel Wire 3- BNC Plug
4, Glass Matrix 5- Screw Head 6. Perspex




(b) ~R e c t a n g; u 1 a r
shape
Fig. 3.2 photograph of the TE Single-wire Chambers
(a) A1
Cathode
(b) I1 E C a t h o ck
tig. 3• L Photograph of the TE and 11 he It i-aire C hanbers.
Tiie cathode va 11 is made o 1' fhonka A1 yC soIt t issue equiva 1 cnt
X'
plastic, con si st ing mainly of Hydrogen, nitrogen, r xy gen and Carbon
( i -i-. i— r~ r; i— ~i• i»! -i N r i•„
k i o. 1 r,. p:, 5. a an a .o oy woign c respectively;. i o improve
strength and conductivity of the IE plastj c, t;,e Oxygen is largely
replaced by Canbon. The orror in11c di1 cec i s sna 11 ei• b 11an;; of their
fractional K er ma under medium energy neutrons irraelation is con sieered
(Fig 1.2). The va 11 thickness of the TE cat 1.ode plane is bom so
as t c minimize neutrcn field a11 enuaticn j.n the c•: a mber y et r till
maintain charged particle equilibrium in the chamber cavity.
-y-x-
Tne anode stainless-steel aire uas a rac.ius c f 0. GC29 cm
The critical radius (rr.) at which tice gas amrlifi cationw
starts is, tc a good approximaticn, given by
( c; i
d J)« I;
where a is the wire radius, V is the arrlied volt ace and 7 is..... '•—-1 r~-i
o
- ,
I 1 I' V• S J
the threshold voltage at which the gas ampli.ficatien begins.
From equation (3. 1), it is seen that the smaller tne anode wire
radius, the stronger eletric field is provi ded for Townsend
»
Aval an ch e pr oces s wii i c h i s e s s en t i a 1 t o: a s a:-, p life c 1 i o n. 1 o w e v er,.u—'-•'
the stainless-steel wire must stand h.. the t en sic n applied,
so a radius of 2: p c- nl'! r oar: ~n n r r cng» f n y p r•!] i r ran c og-i~1 p fp c l 1 h C_j_ h-' x-i- h-- h.-1 a. 5 h. X J- J_ o j. w'. e-- cw j -J__ .j.. c.. 0 W-'[_
Supplied by Physical Scien; ea Laboratory, Illinois Feneictine-
College, Lisle, Illinois, 60532 USA.
Available from toe California rine ''re 'c, T.(.. -ox ih6,
Gr over.' ity, USA.
fluctuation due to in egular radius along mo v.ire, the anode wire is
drawn with exceptional uniformity. One end of me anode wire is direct]
soldered on the lead of Bid plug. The other end is melted inside a
glass tube matrix. Borne epcxy resin is insei te-. between the anode
wire and the glass capillary to fix th e wire in a-plane. Mechanical
tension of the anode wire can be adjusted throng a th e_insi, lat ing
serev; in contact v.ith 1.:'E cathode p 1 astic.
In order to avoid gas sealing and outgo using problems, he
gas- i1cw mode is used tc supply the Tis;ue Ecuiva1ent r ;,s•1. .1....'
through the chamber. This Rossi TE gas' rnixture has couponcnt s
o f Eitrogen, Carbon dioxic e and Methane( i..C., 51.1 and ba1ance
respectively).
The guard ring is connected through a high resistance
(2MJ1) to th e anode wire. H en c e end effect is eliminated and sensitive
volume cf detection is well defined. By collecting the surface




_ P P Bill T ~i~ V'i Y P T. 1 2 )'i o r 1 f'TP n h o vr. v
Th e simplifies sen enatic diagram of the chain her is shown
in• (Fig 5.3) an c the photograph of the ci;a..ter is shewn j n (Fig 3. i-j
The anode-wire plane and the TE cathode-wall planes are shown
in (Fig 3.5). The multi-wire ancce rlanis in 0. fed: midway between
+ Cb ta in ed i r 0m 5'CXAL Er ecia 1 G- se s, Sing• nor e C xm en 1 ir I j.0ui c e.1.•—' _L 1—' L
'Pre' Ltd.
fluctuation due to irregular raoiu o along ih. wire, the anode wire is
drawn with exceptional uniformity. Cue end of f..e anode wire in •.irect
soldered on the lead of BN plug. The other end is melted ins:' de a
glass tube matrix, lone epcuy resin is insert e: between the anode
wire and the glass capillary to fix ta e wire in .a-plane, mechanical
tension of the anode wire can be adjusted through th e_.insu luting
p r r p v in r.n n f.:•. r. t. i f.} 1' V. r n t I-, n, 1 c. -r, i a f i r
In order to avoid gas sealing and outg- using problems,
gas- 11 ow mode is used tc supp 1 y th e Tisrue Eoui va 1 ent r s
-f
through the cnamber. This Rossi TE gas mixture has components
of nitrogen, Carbon dioxi6e and Methane(L.0, J1 .1 and balance
resweetivelv).
The guard ring is ccnnected thr• ough a high resistance
(2MJ1) to the anode wire. Hence end effect is eliminated and sensitive
vo 1 ume of detecticn is v;e 11 defired. y collecting the suriace
leakage currents, accidental breakdown of anode wire is else
( ~yr i
'- 3 0 k
avoided.
5.2.2 kulti-wire rlanar TE ehamr.- 7
The simplified schematic diagram of the chamber is .shown
in• (Fig 3.3) and the photograph of the ci: amber is shewn in (Fig
The anode-wire plane and the TE cathode-wall planes are snovn.
in (Fig 3-5). The multi-wire ancoe law is in o r o: midway between
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the two cathode planes, insulated from it by two teflon and. two
b a.' elite s r a c e r s.
T h e cat h ode planes have a n e f f e c t i v e d e t e c; t i o n a r e a o 1
10cm by 1Ocm so as to simulate planar so11 tissue suris.ce Irive
those at abdomen and back of the human body. Both of. them are-
made of 3mm Shonka A150 TE plastic. Tuey are maintained at yrouna
potential with respect to the anode wires by intimate contact
with Aluminum frames so that background electric field can be
shi el de d out prop er ly.
The anode wires are soldered on a bake lite plane with one
p.
end insulated from ore an qui er sue. tnc other er c. co.rnmone-d
to give electrical signals. The solder points should be as small
as pcssidle and far from the edges, otherv:ise electrical breakdown
will be' aP b°- occur.
The TE gas coming from the gas handling system(see Fig.g.6)
is flowing into the chamber cavity through rnanifolds to maint- in
uniformity in distribution and truly quasi-static. It is then
flowing cut from the gas-outlet or diffuse through the chamber
i
wa lis to ope n a i r w ith a con si a n t r a te of flc; w c f a p p r o x 1 in a t e 1 y
30 c.c.min.
Guard stripes of square shape are inserted between anode
and cathode planes to eliminate end effect. However, If fine Learns
of well collimated neutrons are incident normallya±o a small circular
area near the center of the cathode rlane, guard siripes seem
to be re dun dant.
To avoid too high a gracient of e 1 ectrie. ie. 1 d near¬
th e edges of the cathode plane, successively thicker vires should
( 0 S)
be used lor the la si few wires y y; Alternatively, avoidin.y use of
any anode wires near the edges approximately cm(ao in the chamber
constructed presently) may serve the em..e rurrcr-.
G. 5 An cilia r v Eaui nm e n t a i: d F r oce d u r e s
all Gas lisnrili nn Gvstem
The schematic digram of the gas handling system is shown
in (Fig 3.6).The system is of gas-flow type. The main purpose of
the system is to provide pure, uniform ana controlled tissue-
equivalent gas to ti.e TE wall chambers so as to measure the 1L heV
neutren tissue absorbed dose reponse accurate1y.
Argon and Magic Gas (Argon 9'CT+ Mc- thane 1Cu were used
in tiie preliminary testing stage because of ec.ncm;.. owevor,
all gases must be pure, especially free iron water vapors and
Oxygen which are sufficiently electronegative to stow the gas
amplification process completely. On trie otner hand, J. A 7illiams
(306)
( 1 9o0) ww w has di scu ss ed the prob 1 ems in neutroi: dc simetry asscciat ed
with tii e incorrect comrositicn of tissue equivalent :as. J t ismL 0...
advised.- that any tubes used should be as;• Lort as practical
-J.
convenience will allow and a fairly high flow rate (10-gG c.c.E-ir)
sn ou 1 d o c u se d. A1 so, PVC tub e s s e em i.; e 11 er th an. si 1 i c cn i ub,, er
tubes although not the best. PVC double layer tubes- are usedis
extensively in our system. Baked corner tubes are urea in sections
among manometer, filt er and flowmeter. ..us outgassir_c sw.d c: i fusiov
problems between the sy st em and. the environment were large!., solved.
Uniformity of TE gas inside 'the chamber is maintained through ti.e
usage of maniiclds inside ti.e multi-v ire vrorcrt:i on-.1 cmember.
The ma: ntenai.ee of a stevap, qua si-static;; 1 o w of G E gas is• Iso
very important.
Man cm ct er
~ l —V I
P i n C' 1 i n p Vn 1 vo
Fine Ieed1e
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Figure z c The cas hand1ing system
The TE gas pressure vas kept around atmospheric to minjmime
tme pressure difierence betvreen 111 e system anc the enyironment.
This can avoid t.ie use of. a vacc;m container 1'or j o 1 clina the TE
cm ameer and thus avoiding disturbance of the origin;-1 neutron field,
Eo ve v er, ir; su ch c a se, TE v 1 a st i c can 11 b e ou t ga s r e e. 1' i e c t i v e 1 y
and a longer preparatory flushing period is neeceo every time.
The flow rate was set at a value of gO c. c. mil n to compromise gas
purity on one hand and ga.s uniforrnity on 111 e other.
The controlled TE gas pressure and temperature determinen- .L J.
the Equivalent Biological Thickness and hence absorbed cose
me a su r emen t o f 11A e pro pcrtional chambe rs:
( d. 2;
where d is the actual thickness of gas layer for slab geometry
and is the diameter of cavity for srlierical or cv 1 inclri.ca 1 meometryKJ_•
respectively, The density of the TE gas i s:
(T 3'
where g: is gravitational constant, E is the universial gas constant,
T is t he t em perature, and p., W.-are partia1 pres sur es and mo1e c u1ari n
weights respectively. and VP are summed over all components of the
T E gas mixt ure.
3•3•2 Tissue Equivalent Materials
The criteria for simulating soft tissue of the body unoer If meV
neutrons irradiation are:
(1) In the mixed neutron-gamma field, the intermcticm between
the tissue equivalent materials and the neutrons and ganna-rcgys should
be the same as that between the soft tissue and such radiations,
(2) electrically conductive,
(3) strong yet flexible for me coin: ng for TE plastic.
In toe present project, ve u. s e 1 Ohonka A-1 50 nu sole equi valent
plastic (45. 1 L% polyethylene, J 5. 223 nylon, 1 6.C6'5 Carbon one
3.583 Calcicum fluoride) and Possi muscle equivalent pas (of.U
Methane, 32.4,' Carbon dioxide, and. 3.1;' kitrogen) as tissue
e q u i v a lent i naterials. T h e pro r e rti e s a 11 d f a I-• r i cat i o n o f T E plast ic
are given in Appendix C, 1CRU PEFOPT 26.
It should be noted that in A-150 plastic, there is on obvious
substitution of Carbon for Cxygen to increase electrical conductivity.
This can be signi f icant fcr accurat e iacasurement s, vai eri aI: e energy
o f near 1 y iiionoen ergetic n eutrcns ai• e at or c 1 o se tc e• i- on ergy
absorpticn resonance for Cxygen. Moreover, the tissue ecuiv: 1ent
( X' 7
materials used are to simulate I CPU tissue, ratner than bone,
(~ZC7 N
lung tissue etc. It was found, that''- 7 in Micrcdc simetry, spherical
tissue equivalent proportional counter is sufficiently equivalent
to ICPU tissue for neutrons of energy 0.6-1 MeV if the threshold
( 70 8 N)
hypothesis'' is used and of 3- 6 EeV if tue dual radiation-1-
(- Qg')
action is usedv 7. Jt :s not tissue ecuei valenc for iigher neutron
energies. In our experiment, only 14 MeV neutron absorbed dose was
e v a 1 u a ted. If i t i s used t o f i n d micro do s i;.; e t ric q u a n titie s 1 i k e
Linear Energy Transier or Lineal Energy, considerable discrepancy
may be encountered. Electrical re si stance of TE plastic ranges
from several ohms to about IE ohms, depending on sic anc shape,
inolding t echniqu es, sur fac e tr eatment a j I c r mo 1 dj ng, a.nC rai• tia 11 y
on the area and pressure of the contacting ele trc.es used uo
make the measurement. Thus cur chamber vas cai-efully cleaned an
polished after assembleng anc aluminum '.rallies yere unj family ariied
with moderate pressur e by s- rews to ensure minimum corre ct resistance
which could add to electrical noise in the mcasur ment system.
Tissue equivalent p 1 asti c may be reac i 1 y dril 1 c••, tag•• p,ec;
or otherwise .machined using standard tools curtcn- i il suitable.—•• v.•
for po 1 y• etiiy 1 ene oi ac• i-ylie plastics.
h P n 1 r: rri ri c c vi rl P 1 o a n u n c- n•' A r. r r ,7n y P 1 o -n so
The anode wires were soldered on a print ec circuit bcai•;.
Good sole.er and solder flux made of Tine Chloride were used tc roduc
the possibility of loosening wires curii a operation, bvever, ooicb;
points should, be minimal to avoid discharge anbiisakecn when high
WTn 1 i o re' c. uro c -a rr- la a a)
I f th e t en si on o f th e wi r es ±e n o t s u f fi c i en 11 v lar. e, c s c i 11-c.' v„.;
ation or displacement bet we en wires may o c cur due tc electrostatic
replusion when high voltage Is applied. It can be shown tnoiP-'
for wires of length T, applies voltage V air wire spacing s,
f~ ?T O )Ti H y 1 illl 1 r soo r- ~1 r va -f ro a- 4-- P T- -v---- r- 4- T- v--
ft
where C is the capacitance per unit 1 en.• th c e wir e.
For our anode v:ires, a tension o 1' iC grn-wt was applied.
This could be accomplished through a pulley system as shown in
(Fig 3.'7)• Since Tr is ii• verse1y ri• crcrt:ona1 to tr e square c1'
wire spacing s, when s s greater than 1cm, the t en si on can be
app1ie d with e xperien c e wit ho u t c au sin• an y c ec:11a11on.
Uniform wire spacing is also eignificant in mac at.•;; n:' ree
a uniform gas amplification lenei e the chamber.
last but not least, I:. e c 1 ean j n•. arc c era for botn t.. c
anode wire plane and tne uncle chamber must; e carerully observed.
Stainless steel cinode wire
n, Pulley
Th e chamue r f ram i
-Weight
Tab J e
Figure 3.7 The soldering eonficmrati on
A ready recipe for such purpose included wiring with cleaning
a g ent. alcohol, am y 1 a c e tat e a n c e t h e r j n turn. in a 11 y, v; a r;; i a i r
and nitrogen gas jet were used to dry up and blev off the dust
c Oiiul et elv b e for e a a s cmbiin r.
A1' t e r s ere v; ed ur, vaccu in va x w as 1 i n e d along t h• ed, e r o i
the chamber on the outside to avoid gas leakage.
Th er e i s basi c:a 11 y no di f f erenc e bet ween 11i e conn ec t i on o f
positive high voltage to the anode or equal amount of negative high
voltage applied to the cathode planes (Fig ;.6 Fig g.d). e used
the former setup to observe the puIse heigl11 cpectra and tne 1 a.11er
to measure the mean ionization current. In both cases, chambers were
nri C pt 1 U Tv; cV n on f rnn o -i vr-n rH of-i rvn
The positive high voltage was applied through a 22kIt protect¬
ion resistor to the anode wires and guard strip-., from the preanrliiie
Thus the high voltage power supply was protected from namage cue to
sudden large current flow when anode and cathode were short eo( e..
electrical breakdown, gaseous discharge or a broken wire touched ihe
cathode). I. everth el ess, the FF.T of the charge-sen si tive preamrlifier
might still be damaged under such circumstances because it was so
sensitive to large voltage fluctuation. Thus it is suggested to
perform some electrical test to ensure tnat no sparring one minimum
leakage current. Better elimination of end effect and avoidance of
breakdown became possible when- the guard strives were at a. suit- le
p.n i. pt) it i r 1_
Then negative nigh vol rage aas applies to....(. csehodo v ana.,
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Anode boarc ' 'Electromet ex.
Keithley 610C
Fig. 3.9 Electrical Connection i; or Measuring tin:
I-' ean Ionizaticn Current.
Usually a good insulator is used to shj eld the chamber ccmrletely
.but triis will slightly disturb the neutron i'i eld to be measured,
r everth el ess, we shielded the chamber properly. To minimis:, e leakage
current arising from background electromagnetic field, oirt and moistur
trie chamber must, o cleaned thoroughly and coated -with ali.-.inized
mylar foil to provide a good ext ernal common ground shield. Also,
dehumidiiier and cry nitrogen gas jet might be- used to keep org
a r o u n d the c h a m L, e r-
The signal wire from the chamber to the or eampli~ ier andv— .j_ m
electrometer must be kept as short as possib1e to reduce the 1nnut
capacitance and stray noise so that large TK ratio can be achieved.
0_'- PDrfnrmanrc. nf Oho 1 i1 TP 0 h a ra h o t- c
The characteristics of the TE chambers e.g. counting rate
plateau curve, gas amplification, background noise, energy resolution
etc. depend on a large numb er of factors. To name but a few: chamber's
dimensions and construction details, high voltage applied, filling
gas components, incident angle of the particles and electronics.
They are interrelated and affeet the chamber's characteristics in a
complicated way. Investigation of the major cnaracteristice of each
chamber was essential for an absolute determination of tne 14 MeV
neutron tissue absorbed dose.
3. U. 1 Countlnr:] I at e r 1 ai eau Curve
In order to' choos e a n opti muni o p e r a t i o i: v o 11 a g e i or
an cnamber, a curve for tne counting rate versus high voltage applied
should be obtained. The results for the single-v.i re IF chamter and
f or t he iiiu 11 i~ v.ir e TE cha:.iber ar e sho wn i n (Fi g. 3» 1 C' and (Fi:. 3. 1 1 i
respectively. The operation voltage was chosen to be 1,5TG volt s for
the former chamber, and 1,550 volts for the latter.
5.0.2 Gas Flov
As a test of the gas re esse re effect on the TE chambers'
performance, a great Ar gas pressure increase of 35 mm 1 (v.:iti¬
re spec t to atmospheric pressure) v;as applied to the 7Z multi-wire
for a few minutes, then decreased to 1mm Kg pressure step by step
The counting rates were found to increase by less than 305 while
the maximum pulse heights were found to decrease by less than 5' t
Finally, when the gas supply was completely shut off and the chamber-
closed, the counting rate dropped to zero in a few minutes, hence
the gas leakage is significant and variation of app 1 iec. gas pi essui c
doesn't affect the chambers' performance very much.
3.0.5 Distance Bet ween h eutrc n £curc e and CI;.ai.; sr
U s i n g t h e Am- E e n eutron s o u r c e, t h e c c u n t i n g x-at es a s
recorded from single-wire and mult i- wire TE chambers v. ere plot ted
in (Fig. 3.12.) and (Fig. 3-13) respectively. In general, counting;
rate should change according to inverse distance scuar' law.' owe very
our r e su 11 s devi a tec. fro m t:, i s 1 a v b ecau.se o f t h e f c 11 o wn g; t w c
reasons. First, high background counting r:. t es .ere recorded in
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the obstacles inside it. Second, both chambers have finite dimensions:
of the order of a few hundreds cm'1. When lead slabs or thick paraffin
slabs were inserted between the source and the chamber, the counting
rates decreased in both cases. Thus it is confirmed that the chambers
are sensitive to both neutrons and gamma-rays.
The decrement in the counting rate depends complicateoly on
the neutron and gamma-rays spectra from the neutron source, the shape
and thickness of the absorbers inserted and the distance between the
source and the detector etc. Typical pulse height spectra before and
after insertion of paraffin slabs are shewn in (Fig. 3-1 hi and (Fig15
respectively. Together with an air-filled graphite chamber and suitable
( x i o)
thickness of lead and steel rods under Benelex shield, Attix et al,'
could solve a system of six simultaneous equations to obtain the relative
neutron sensitivity, neutron and gamma dose components and radiation
leakage through the shield etc.
From the figures, it is clearly seen that the total counts
were reduced in both cases. The maximum pulse height was drastically
reduced in the case c:f using an Am-r-e source because of its being
polyenergetic and relatively lower mean energy of the neutron spectrum
(about 6 MeV).
5.f.i Gas Amplification Factor
Apart from electronic amplification, gas amplification
inside a proportional chamber Is a crucial factor her successful
cperation ofthe chamoens. M'hor. charged soccncaries i oduced 1 y
primary neutrons uass t: rcu: h a i..ulti-wire prcrcrticnal caamber.
electrcns and po r itive icn s ar e procucct in t.. e ccu;.ting: a s. Gucii
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thus a large number of electrons and positive ions are formed. Patio
of the final number of secondary pairs to the primary pairs is the
Gas Amplification Factor A. This depends on the electric field
distribution and the counting gas used in the chamber. The factors
vnich affect the characteristies of the chambers v.rere investigated
and p r e s e nted be1o v;:
(A) Linearity of In A versus V:
The gas amplification factor A and the high voltage
applied to the anode vires vyholded. a good linearity for
the multi~wire chamber as shown in (Fig. p. 1b). The chamber
used here was a -wire chamber with the wire spacing of
2. 6 c ixi a n d the f 1 o. wi n g g a s wa s A r.
(E) Flo w P a t e
When the flow rate of the counting gas changed from
15.4 c.c.min to 162 c.c.mi:, maximum channel number
varied less than aoout 1. oh. The counting rate also had not
been found to have any observable change. Hence this factor
can be neglected.
(C) Geometry
( 7 1 1
It can be sh0wn that v
C b. U)
( ~z h: 6
• .0
-7 r(- K Iv•-
wh ere r is t h e r a d ius of anode w ire, s i s t he spacing
between anode wires and I. the spacing between cathode planeJ_ a-
( 7 j 2 j
and anode wire plane. 71 was foundw that of ti-e three
factor's above, the non-uniformity in wire spacing gives
the most variation in output pulse height between two
Maximum Charm e1
Number
Fig, 3» 1 S Plot of Max. Channel No.
Against Applied Voltage for
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dif 1 erent v.lres. Finc c: th e wire spaci 11 r; used in our case
vas very large(28 mm) comparing with a few mm as commonly
used, we expect the error in output pulse height due to
chamber structure should not e toe large.
(D) Total number of anode wires
'vhen the number of anode wires soldered in parallel
[ 7 1 7C
increases, the output pulse height decreases as
Eelative amplitude
where n is the number of anode wires in parallel, .it is
because the wire capacitance per unit length is
From the above equation, Cn is'a constant, the total earn cstance
increases wi.th the number of anode wires. Si.nee the output
pulse height is inversely proportional to toe total
capacitance for a fixed energy deposition (and thus fixed
charge deposition) in the chamber, the conclusion follows.
In fact, we found that when more anode wires were used, v.Tiich
is useful in large area, low neutron flux dosimetry, the output
pulse heights became so low that a higher applied voltage
andor electronic amplification were needed to give an
obsenvabIe pu1se heiwht erectrum.
( E) C o u n t i n g G a s
Cf tne o wo types of counting gas used, nan el;, Ar and ,The
gases, Ar gas gave a higher sees amslification as snownJ I V,—J-—'
clearly by the higher £h rats c of the output current ensured
by the electrometer (section 3.1). For tne IE chamber, with
the TE gas supplied, F¥: rasio was about 1 .06; for the TE
chamber vith At gas supplied, SN ratio was about 3.0.
Thus it is advised to use Ar gas 1 or prelimirr ry testing
of the setup due 10 the ::igi. 1 S1-.' rati0 and tne 10w c0st.
5. 5 Pulse Height Srectra Obtan neb Under 1 L M oV SM'eu trnn T rra Hi a ti on
Pulse height spectra of the single-wire and 3~ire TE
chambers resulted from the U; MeV neutr0n irradiation are sh0wn
in (Fig. 3.17) and (Fig. 3.18). The irradiation geometry is shown
in (Fig. 3-19) and the electronics is shown in (Fig. 3.20).
The typical pulse height spectrum derived from a Possi-
tyre tissue equivalent proportional counter is shown in (Fig. 3. 21)
( 11)
~J. The minimum at point 1 can be selected as the lower limit
of neutron events. The point of inflexion at point 2 is defined
as the proton drop point. This corresponds to a slow proton recoil
having the highest linear energy transfer or stopping power traerstn
the diameter of the spherical cavity. Although trie chambers' geometry
are quite different in cur case, the general shape of the r- ise
height spectrum and the two charact-eristic points can still be
1 Z 1 tf N
observed. In fact, A. It. Kellerer l' 'has used 'Dose lean Energy
Imparted per ever it' as a c rlterion and proved that a cylinder
vith mass equal to that of a sphere of diameter and height C.8?d,J- J~ J 1 j
is nearly equivalent to a sphere of diameter d for unidirectional
irradiations perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. He also
found that a cube of side length C.637d is most closely equivalent
to a sphere of diameter c.
jn the multi-wire rropcrtional chamber case, even :1 re-- J-
can be treat ec very roughly as one independent cylinrical
(? 1 A)
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however, the proton drop points of our pulse height spectra are
sill eared out by the dependence of stopping powers and ranges on
energy ans recoil species. The recoil particles wi11 lose energy
in traversing; the IE elastic before thev strike the gas wv'tv.vV-'- KS 9
In fact, lor a Bragg-Gray cavity, if the initial energy of all
recoil particles are to be Er., the recoil particle energy
distribution striking the cavit extends from E to zero and varies
p
as 1 S (E), where S(E) is the stopping power of a recoil particle
of energy Er,. The geornetry of the TE p 1 astic• and the angle of recoi 1
particle also affects this energy deposition process. Another
factor is that the track length distribution of particles crossing;
( 1 r 7)
the cavity are different J for different chamber geometry. The
complicated electric'field distribution inside the multi-aire
proportional chamber gives quite a non-uniform gas amplification
inside the c hamber.
Originally, we intended to use the proton drop point tc
calibrate our chamber, however, the final pulse height spectra
were so smooth that it was difficult to choose such a reference
point. Thus it is advised to construct a separate small ngn v• c OwLa.1
1 1
(e. g. Am) contained in the chamber tc determine trie relationship
between the channel number and energy deposition.• e measured the
mean ionization current to obtain the gas amplification•factor of th
chamber. (-18)
According to Srdoc J, an even more conn enicnt call :.r;; lion
sources are so ft x-ray emitt er s( e.. ''yFe or r) icr cn-v following
reasons:
(a) They emit mono energetic photons which can• sily
penetrate 'through a thin wj.ndow;
(b) Secondary electrons formed by soft x-rays lave
ranges much smaller than the equi va 1 ent count er d j aniet er;
( c) Soft mc-noener-re11 c photons enafc 1 e one to ca 11 brate
the counter unambiguously.
3•6 sean Ionization Current Obtained Under 1L he leutron f
1rradiation
Using an alternate electrica1 connection to the chamber as
shown in (Figs 3.9), v.e measured the mean ionization currents for
various ccmbinations of the chambers (TE or A1) anc! the ccunting
gases(TE or Ar) under 1 g IfeV neutron irradiation. The chambers
were placed at the position as shown in (Fig. 3.19) of section 3.5.
111 e







The dual A1 en amber was construct ed to assess she gamma,
component in the mixed neutron-gamma field. It has the sane effective
sensitive area as the TE chamber but the separation cezvue:. tre anode
wire plane and the cathode plane is 3mm larger to avoid electrical
breakdown. Aluminum has an electrical conductivity of 2.;EC JL cm
which is much smaller than that of of glactic of fc.fieu. rne ctner
structures are the same as that of the TE chamber-.
cth the TE chamber and the A1 chamber were eiec i really
insulated and grounded to avolc elect:ic-shock and m: nimize
the external EM wave background. nje used 1 cm'.thick lucite and then
Aluminized foil to shiold the chambers. Preferably, the Incite
box should also pi-event the water vapor from adhering to the cathode
surfaces. However, due to the gas leakage from the lucite box,
we had to blow dry nitrogen gas jet continuously on the cathode-
planes to minimize the condensation of water vapor.
j 1
A Keitnley b 1C-C elec rromet er with sense ft- ty down to iC amp,
wa s used to m e a su r e t h e me a n i o n i z atio n c u r r e n t s. I a s t c u r r en t
mode was used. Overshooting cc-uld be avoided by locking the meter
when sudden change of meter value was anticipated.
For the same chamber type(TE or Al), using; Ar always gives
a greater current value than IE was because of greater was amrlificationV)—-•
of Ar. Also, for tne same counting gar used(TZ or Ar), Al chamber
always gives a smaller current value than TE chamber because in
a neutron-gamma mixed field produced by the If MeV neutron generator
gamma-rays contribute only 10p of the total kerma and relative
n-eutron sensitivity of Aluminum as chamber and Ar as counting gas
(oi TE) is on 1 y around 0. 1. E enc e neutrcn do se is reat 1 y r educ ed
in the 1at t er case.
In genera1, one instrument(T) is usua11y construct e6 to
have approximately the same sensitivity to neutrcns and tc photons,
whereas the second instrument (U) will have a lower sensiti vit;, to
neutrons than to photons. Thus for the same mixed field, the quotients
of the responses of the dosimeters, T and f, by their sensitivities
! I




where DT and Eg, are the absorbed doses in tissue of neutrons and
of photons in the inixed fieId if the instrument 'J' 1stru 1 y tissue
equiva 1 ent. km and kT are the ratios o f the sensitivities o 1' each
i. u
chamber to neutrons and to t he; amma rays use', fox- calibration, and
h.j, and h are the ratios of the sensitivities of each chamber
to the photons in the mixed field to its sensitivity to the gamma
rays used for calibration, respectively.
Solving the simultaneous equations p.7 and 3.8 above give?
( 9)v• y J
(3m 10)
The conventional practice is to consider only the overall
uncertainty produced in the two components of absorbed dose by
the overall uncertainty in the relative neutron sensitivity kT,. i
.The ratios hm hTT and kn are usually assumes to be close to
T, U T
unity. The product of effective atomic number and effective number
density of the same element JNZ, which is proportional to the
interaction cross section of gamma-rays producing Coapton electrons,
is- 6. 58x1 and 6. 67x1Qc' for TE plastic and Aluminum respective ly.
However, if photoelectric effect is considerec(predominate in Ai
with hr60 keV), the factor YjP for TE plastic and Aluminum are
6.65x102° and 1.QOvIO2 respectively. In view of the absence of
information concerning the energy spectrum of gamma-rays m trie
mixed field, the assumption that h p= hr =1 is usualiy taken forJ. U
g rant ed. Equatio n s (3.9) a n c (p• 10) abc v e c a n t e sirr-11i- a t o:
(3• 11)
(3- 12)
For Al-Ar chamber, kM is evaluated by Goodman and Cclvett
u
( 1 O
to be 0.13±. C .01 at neutron energy of 13 MeV.'' Ionization
chambers constructed with the same wall anc gas materials, but. of
markedly different size, configuration or gas pressure may have a
different relative neutron sensitivity. Using current responses
shown in the table above, and taking IgT to be C. 1, h= h= k..= 1,
o f«
we have dose rate for neutron D?-- 2.3x10° Gysec with Dp less thani V...i
Alternative theorectical method was presented for calculating;
gamma-rays induced response of a proton recoil counter expo sec to
a mixed field of gamma-rays and neutrons from a simulataneous
( von)
measurement of gamma-rays spectrum by a Ual(Tl) by Ray.
However, the method was toe t edious to follow and one had to ur- he
t
corrections to the various atomic species in rhe tissue equivalent
plastic.
1.7 Pr rn r T)1 s cu s si on
From Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.12), it is seen that errors in
responses from both chambers contribute to rhe fraction-?.• err ore ju
neutron absorbed dose , an d gamma ab so r b e d do a 'AR,,.:b. Also,
prrnr i n re 1 a.11 ve n eutr0n sensi11 vii ... contributes :o at
andADgD. oince our electrometer Is a hign precision one (dovn to
-1 1
iO amp.; and fractional errors in mean ionization currents measured
are ail less tnan 5%, thus is negligible vhen compared to the error
in relative neutron sensitivity.
Differentiating Eqs. (3.11) and (p.12) by first principle.
we get Finally, ve have.
(3.13)
(3.14)
Thus ve note uhe following:
(1) For small k;even a large overall uncertainty in its
value contributes only a small overall uncertainty to the absorbed
dose of neutrons. For example, for
is only about
(2) For moderate the overall uncertainty in its vaiu
should be kept small to minimize the overall uncertainty produc
in the absorbed dose of neutrons, ror example, for k= 0.3 and
is about
(3) A11hough an oera11 uncertainty o f rnrronmirln IO
an overall uncertainty of the magnit u de o f is approximately
the same for positive or negative excert for the generally
unacceptable situation of large k.
(k) d ep en d s inver sely on Lk, vh er ea d e u e n a r;
jnly on and or:
.- i• 1 7 j
Our multi-wire Al-Ar chain oer differs fi'cm mat or oc com an
mainly in size and configuration. The effect of finite size of
ionization chamber was discussed by 'oetelisf el al.( 1060
This should add an error of to wh i c h va s e s t i m a t e d b y
Goodman to be at neutron energy of 15 MeV. The factor o f
configuration needs to be investigat ed further, but it is estirnat ed
lo introduce an additional error of± vfo. Hence f o r
our nl-Ar chamber with= 0„13- Substitute these values into
Eqs (3.1 k) and (3.15 J? we have
wh ere
From the above analysis, it is concluded that to minimize
overall uncertainties in the absorbed doses of neutrons and of photons
due to overall uncertainty in In, it is advantageous to reduce kTTU' U
provided th;at the reduction is accompanied by less than a proportionate
increase in the fractional overall uncertainty of kTT. Even if theu
fractional overall uncertainty of kTT increases proportionally, therey
will still be a small decrease in the overall uncertainties of the
absorbed doses. Reducing and ac curat ely. det ermininj the overall uncertainty
( 1 0'
of k-rj is advantageous, especially when kTT is not small.u
Chapter 4
Monte Carlo Simu 1 ation of 14 MeV hieutron
Irradiation on TE Planar Chamber
(4.1) Introduction
In order to make a comparision between the experimental
results obtained using TE chambers, a POPTRAN computer preg;ram was
devised for calculating the mean ionization current and pulse
height spectra under the sarne 1 R MeV neutrons irradia11on con••;iticns.
This method has the advantage of truly gamma-rays discrimination
because only neutron induced events are taken into account( excert
inelastic reactions, because such 0.1-1 MeV gamma-rays have little
probability of energy deposition in the chamber). Also the running
cost is much lower than that of experimental method.. Te used two-
dimensional Monte Carlo technique to simulate the neutron interaction
with TE plastic and TE gas, tee resulting energy deposition due to
various recoil particles .were calculated using input stopping power
values and residual ranges. A summation of the contribution currents
from many incident neutron events (e.' g. 500,000) should give a mean
ionization current with small statistical fluctuation. This can be
tested, by where I is any quantity interasteg
is the standard deviation of the mean F of F and P is the number
of runs. However, Central Processing Unit (CPU) time is proporti nal
to N, approximations and variance reduction methods like i.mcrtance
sampling, Russian roulette and splitting etc. should be used to
reduce the CPU time consumption. The essential assumptions and
approximations in our program are the following:
(a) Use of a If-element tissue model. It has been sho on
that kerma from an 1 1 -element model is genera 11 y in excellent
agreement v;itli 1}-e 1 ement moc el calculated at neutrcn eneray of
11f 1 eV(although not necessarily at low neutron ensryies vlere boron,
for example, may be important).
(b) Some nuclear reactions, e. g. 1 L'T (n, 2n) 1 1 UC (n, d;' yu
etc., which contribute less than 0.% of the kerma in tissue are
neglect ed.
(c) The energy of the respective residual nuclei levels
within an energy range of 1 KeV are frequently grouped and represented
( I o
by one level at an average energy,
(d) All neutrons are incident normally on the TE plastic,
which is justified by the use of a neutron collimator constructed
of paraffin filling a hollow cylindrical iron can. It was found
that the neutron energy spectra taken inside the collimator,
outside the collimator but on-'the collimator axis and without the
collimator, all show the same general shape. Eowever, the porcentage
intensity covered by the primary neutron peak in the shadow region
of the collimator is rapidly reduced.There is a corresponding increase
in 1 ower energy neutrcns in the si,adow region of the collimator due
to scattering of neutrons from the collimator materials.
(e) The relative differential flux density distribution
between neutron energies 13 MeV and 1b heV is used to sample incia.ent
neutron's initial energy. The low energy portion due to th. e pertur¬
bation effects of elastic, inelastic carbon scattering and alpha-
producing reactions :n the liquid scintillation 11211 neutron
spectrometer is discarded.
(h) the average energy expended to create an ion
pair by various recoils per unit eletronic charge, is assuae: to
be a constant (=31.5 Jcoul) with percentage error less than p
according to ICEU reuort 26 is also assumed to be unity,
vh er e is the effective mass stopping p0v.rer 0f the TE p 1: 1 stic
relative to TE gas for 1 g MeV neutrons. However, Rubach and Fichsel
(1 9 6 2) J po in ted out that an c 111 u.st be 0btained as the
quotient of the total energy deposited in the gas and tme total
number of ion pairs produced by all the charged particles rather
than as the average value calculated from values weighted by thev—- S..-' J
s 1 j e c t r u m, wh e r e are values for infinite chamber
and infinitesimal cavity respectively; K and I are spectra representj.i)
P r y
'primary particle spectrum in the gas and 'slowing sown spectrum'
respectively. Most '7 calculations for the TE--TH chamber given in the
literature assume that the cavity is large compared with the particle




is the initial energy of the particles; summation 2 s over
various charged particles produced by the incident neutron. In a
1 pP
separate paper (Rubach. and Bichsel198°;, they calculatc
a n c
at neutron energy of 1L Me7 for TE-TH chancer (TE gas pressure
at 1 a tin. The results are 11.35 an s 31.23 respectively, 'n the
other hand, for an ionization chamber with a gas filling and a wall
material 01 identical composition, the stopping powers should be
a little bit different because of solid-to-gas differences in the
mean excitati0n ener;ies for the s10prinr• p0wer. (S) a:.d (2)—— o• j s n ~p x-• 7 1? o .y X-L 5 o 0
are found to be 1. C1 3 and 0. 994 1 c.spectively, where ice su bscim ts
p and e denote recoil proton and e 1 etrcn r eexecti 1. (k-07)
4.2 Monte Carlo calculateon of Hi MeV neutron tissue absorbed..,_dpi,.0.
For trie calculation of the 11 MeV neutron tissue absorbed
dose in the TE chamber, a computer pro pram was set up in FCETTAh 1Y
and executed on an IBM 3713051 computer syszeiu. Tris monte Carlo
program follows a neutron on its way through the TE chamber and
decides all random events by application of a rseudo random number
generator. Importance sampling is introduced by increasing the neutron
interaction fr e quency in t he TE plastic and th en divided by a
proportional increase of incident neutron flux so that absorbed
dose per Incident neutron remains constant. The history of a recoil
particle i s 1 i 11 i eh e u wh e n i t leave s t n e TE gas sen sit i v e i 011 s
collection region. The maximum number of histories generated was
500, COC. Trie actual computer program Is shown in Appendix A. me
general algorithm is described below.
(a) The coordinate system is chosen as eh0vn in (Fig. 1.1).
Since neutrons from the collimator are assumed to be incident upon
the TE plastic n0rmally, the interacti0n probability between 111 e
TE plastic and a neutron at a depth z is given by
(I?)L- O J
wh er e Is the total macroscopic cross-section of various atom:c
species inside the TE plastic~l- j. is 1 elated uc the microscopic
cross-section in the following way:
wh er e
l 7 e! 1 WV- r J
is the density of the mat erial(- 1.12 tor TE pier ic;,
M is the molar mass of the medium, and K A is the Avcwc.ro constant.A
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symmetry around z-axis, only the first quadrant ' n e e d s
to be considered. Also, the dimensions have been normal:! z cc to
unity, i.e. Th e ?E ga s lay er, sand v;ich ec; b et we en
two TE plastic planes, of thickness d is reduced to an equivalent
TE plastic of thickness d
(k. U)i® 7
where p is the gas pressure in tori at 25 C. This is much smaller
than the maximum range of recoil proton of 0.196 cm at neutron energ:
o f 11f MeV. Thus our chamber simulate a Bragg-Gray infinitesimal
cavity for recoil protons.
(b) The relative flux density spectrurn of (Fig. 2.1 is
numerically integrated to give a cumulative distribution function
D(x), wh ere G 1. Kow a random number is generat ec so that D(n; is
inverted to select the incident neutron's initial energy.
(c) Atomic species (Hydrogen, Carbon, hitrcgen and Oxygen)
is also selected to participate the neutron interaction according
to their fractional number densities (K: C.-5905, 6: 0.3715,. :0.C 1+5
Oxygen: 0.0232).
i
(d) select reaction type, elastic scattering or non-elastic
scattering, according to their interaction cross-sections at 19.3
M eV.
(e) For elastic scattering, isotropic scattering in the
center of mass frame is assumed. We first randomly select azimuthal
angle and polar angle in the center of mass frame. Energy of
the recoil in the lab frame E and directional cosine along z- xis
in the lab frame are given by the following equations:
Oh.D)
»-»I I
where AW is the atomic mass number of the tar ret nucleus, E is the
._, n
incident neutron energy. In general, directional cosines of the scattering
c ra ck o i any sc a11 er e d par tide ) in the lab frame are related
to those of the initial track in the lab frame by the following
transformation equations:
wtlPTP
_s the polar angle and s the azimuthal angle of the scattering
track relative to the initial track.
In our case, neutrons are normally incident upon the TE plastic
o thatcd= C, 0 andb- 1. The above equations are reduced to the
oliowing simplified forms:
Due to the conservation of linear momenta in the x and y
directions, directional cosines of the scattered neutron- and those of
the recoil partic1e g are' related by the following equations:
The inelastic reactions are not considere here because
gamma—ray s from reactions or after nuclear deexcitation should
have energies around 0.1-1 MeV and have mean ranges of a few tens cm
in soft tissue. Hence they can not contribute much to the kerma. In
fact, Oldenburg''had calculated a spectrum of events produced by
gamma- r ays fro rn reactions or after nuclear deexcitation. The
probabilities in this spectrum are so low that the influence in trie
total spectrum is completely negligible.
For non-elastic neutron scattering, consider the general
t wo -bo cly nuclear r ea c t i o n
i... i rn• i j
where n is i:j e neutrcn, i is Ine
t arg et nuc1eu s, is the lighter emitted particle and T (recoil) is
the heavier recoil nucleus. Ey conservation of energy, we have
wh er« : are energies of oC and recoil T in the lab frame respectively,A
Q is the Q-value of the nuclear reaction and EE is the energy of
the state of excitation of the residual nucleus.
where E is the incident neutron energy in the lab frane is the
available energy in the center-of-mass frame and .is t h e
scattering angle of the lighter emitter in the center-of-mass
frame. Directional cosine along z-axis of the recoil in the lab
frame is
For the reaction the spectrum of a1pha particles
released by this reaction is very dependent on the decay scheme
followed(at least eight- possible channels). Exampies include
sequential two-body breakup, statistical three-body breakup etc.
Equilibrium energy distribution as adopter from the analytical»
( L1 1 P)
calculation of Caswell and Coyne'! 'is used to randomly select
emitting particle's energy.
(f) Range values in tissue as a. function of proton energy
,,( L 1 3)( 4 1 E) r. -1- -1• IT'• 1 i
are input as data 1 y. Scaling law is men usee uo mier uie
( L 1 a
corresponding values for alpha pax tides an c otner recoil si y.
i.
which gives the range o± a particle of -as s from that of mass
when the chaiyes o 1' them are the same.
(g) By the range- values and. directional coims det erminec.
in(£), the coordinates at which the recoils stopped can be found.
Only paths passing through the sensitive volume of the chamber are
considered. This is achieved by requiring the new c o or din at e bee cm e s
greater than the first TE plastic's thickness and the new x' and yr
coordinates subject to the following inequalities:
vhere x, j«, Z 3.1'Q coordinates of the recoil's starting point.
(h) For a rath passing through the sensitive volume ofJL -L—'
the chamber, let 1, and 1~ be the residual ranges of tne rath at the3 1 2
first and second interfee es between TE plastic and TE gas respectively.
Alter searching for the input range energy table, and interpolation
if necessary, wo have
Hence (E2-E1) is the energy deposited by recoil in the sensitive
gas volume.V—-
(i) According to 1CRU Report 26, althou
i
r Y P O 1 J p O C? P0——'CCz v' -i. L
energy expended tc create an ion pair, depends on the type of cnarged
particle and the medium in which it loses energy, it is often ussum .c
tc be nearly constant with respect to particle energy. It is turner
to be 31.levion pair regardless of particle type or particle energy
in the TE gas in our program. It is estimated that the cyst-matic
uncertainty in this value is approxi-at ely 51' for neutron energies
above 1 MeV. Thus (E2-E1 N (w e) is the total charge r el .-a see for
each track traversing event, where e is the electronic char:e.
(b. 3) Results
The resulting Energy Deposition Spectrin.: alter considering
500,000 incident neutrons is shown in (Fig. 1.2). Tiiis should be
related to the experimenta 1 pu 1 se height spectra in (F1... 1. 1 7)
and (Fig. 3- 18) by a proportional constant orlv if the rrs nclv' w X. A~ .J C.)
electronic amplification processes are strictly linear, however,
a comparision of the two cases reveals that although the general
shape of the calculated and experimental pulse heigut spectra are
similar, there are many peaks in the computer calculated spectrum
while the corresponding positions in the experimental spectrum is
rather smooth. Apart from statistical fluctuations due to random
selection of events, this can be explained by our many assumptions
to the calculat ed spectrum, dome examples are TE gas distribution
in the c h am ber vol u m e, no r in a 1 inci d en c e 0 f neutro n s. wi t h 0 u t t ah i n a' c.o
into account the energy dependence of and interaction cr0ss-
sect:, one. On the other hand, non-uniform., aria complicated distribution
of electric field inside the chamber, non-linear electronic processing
of electric signals are all neglected in the calculation of the
spectrum. Moreover, a gamma-rays background should superimpose
0 n t h e s p e c t r u n 1.
Sinee tissue absorbed dose is refines to; o energy imparteo
per unit mass of tissue, we have
(2.7;
where Q is the mean ionization current calculate',' c: a tne aiara-
energy required tc cr eat e an ion pair ;~er unit eiec oroni c c.-c-,g,












Fig L.2 Energy Deposition Spectrum C btninee x
From Tissue Equivalent Planar Chamber x
Fnder 11 lie D eutrcns j rraciation Using
i-iont e 0ario 5. imula u icn D e cnc d (I nci cion u
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As pointed out in Chapter 1, it is interesting to note tnat
using tabulated Kerma factors (Quotient of kerma by fluencc)
.. one can determine the kerma factors for 19 elements 1f
compositions, compounds and mixtures ur to 3C te'-' neutron erc-rrv
-i-,-- LjJ
From such a table, it is found that A-15C tissue equivalent -elastic
has a kerma factor of 0.669
2
Cy cm at neutron energy of
Since neutron flux density was. measured to be
kerma rate K= kerma factor x neutron flux density
Hence, K has a value less than absorbed dose.
The fractional standard deviation in the mean score, i.e., the
fractional acceptance for reaction rer incident neutron is given
by the formula for N zn hflf) OPjP) d r, rl T?— P H 1
The accuracy of g,, as given by Sq. (h.7), is determined by
the following sources of error in addition to the afore-mentioned
frart-i nn a 1 vri anr. f: i n rn fian score:
( L- R)
iN v W v'
Erroneous basic data include possible incorrectness oi the
range values for heavy ions, of the energy dependence of the W value,
anH nf t.hp npntrnn collision cross sections.
According to Hguyen et ai. (1960)2 systematic error in
measured W value in TE gas is 2.5P The overall uncertainty could
pi 1 so be calculated by derivation oi the Bragg ±ormu_LU.
- VV i,
'is the overall uncertainty in kg as measured in the pure gas i
and is the uncertainty in x,, where
PCr f h P DP r t i P 1 T)V R R RU V R
of the i component, as given by the manufacturer,
between calculated and measured values vas wj-tnin
T'h p p rr p ppi pn t.
Sc is taken
to be +.5a. The range values have percentage errors less than 5$»
The error in neutron cross-section is negligible. Usually, total
mass of TE gas inside the TE chamber causes great error because of
small size of the ordinary Rossi counter. However, our chamber is
relatively large in size and TE gas pressure is kept around atmospheric,
percentage error in shou 1 cl be less than 1%. Hence the t ota 1 perc entage
error in neutron absorbed dose is approximately equal to or greater
than 7ih There are many assumptions in the Monte Carlo computer
pr ogr am for evaluat i.ng th e n eutr on tissue absorbed do se, They must
be justified or investigated further whether experimentally or
theorectically. Hence the above fractional error is un d erest!mateJ,
4.4 Discussion
Monte Carlo method is a powerful simulation technique
which can determine the absorbed dose or other microdosimetric
quantities and spectra accurate1y for any s 11ape of irradiated
objects. Analytical approaches, e.::„ convolution methods or
deterministic calculation, are limited to spherical and cylindrical. L-
geometry. Moreover, Monte Carlo method is less expensive than
experimental methods which usually require subtle measuring instrument
ana expensive electronic ancilliary equipmont. r1na11y, Mcnte Car1o
computer program can easily adapt to changing irradiation conditions
or cIianging detection geometry. It can a1so be extended tc ca1cu1ate
other radiologica 1 quantities 11 ke 1 inea 1 energy, specfic energ;y
imparted etc. In fact, a large number of general-purpose computer
codes using the Monte Carlo method for shielding apr11cation(e. g.
the multipurpose neutron and gamma-rays transport code: MCESi
(l± 1 C 1
Code r )and radiation desimetry problems are readi 1 y avai 1 a 1: 1 e„
H o w ever, M o n t e C a r 1 o m e t h o d a J. wa y s operat e s d e p e n d i n g o n
some other known information, e.g._ energy flu on c e rate, cross-
section values and stopping powers etc. In cur case, if we want
to get more accurate results, more accurate input data must beV
used. Cver-simplifing assumptions must also be replaced by
accurate factual evidence, e.g., taking the gamma-rays component
ofthe nixed neutron-gamma field into account. Uscfu1 as it is,
its results must..be verified by exrenimenta.l va1ue to beccme
mere convincing. It is interesting to not e that In general, the
Iiont e Carlo method is not the best rethod for one-crmens na. 1
problems since discrete-crdinates codes awe likely to be much
faster than Monte Carle codes. For two-dimensional time-dependent
1
problems, there is no competitor tc Monte srlo _oi acc-gv H' J'
solution to transport and radiation dosimetry problems.
4.5 Conclusion
Single-wire cylindrical TE chamber is easy to fabricate and
analyze while multi-wire TE chamber is easy to fabricate but difficul
to analyze because of the complicated electric field distribution
inside the multi-wire chamber. The general characteristics oi the
pulse height spectrum from multi-wire TE chamber under 1g MeV neutron
irradiation agrees well with that from the famous Rossi Counter
under fast neutrons irradiation. Using the same multi-wire TE chamber
together with an Al-Ar dual chamber to assess the gamma component in
o
the mixed n-mamma field, dose rate for neutron D,T was found to be
sec with dose rate for gamma-rays less than 109 of
Fractional error ir
WW»
. was estimated to be 2.3l More accurate
determination of the relative neutron sensitivity of the A1~Aj
chamber can give a more accurate value of DTJ.
In order to make a c out-oar i si on between the experimental results—
obtained using TE chamber, a Monte Carlo computer program was devised
to calculate the mean ionization current and pulse height spectrum
under the same 1A MeV neutrons irradiation conditions. The general
shape of the pulse height spectrum obtained is as expected but with
more resonance peaks because of statistical fluctuation and many
assumptions involved. was found to be
Thus the agreement with experimental result is better than The
many assumptions involved in the computer program must be justified
or investigated further whether experimentally or theorectically in
order to give more accurate results.
The gas amplification factors for TETE chamber and TEAr chamber
2
were found to be around 10 and 510 respectively under our present
operation conditions They are only a little bit smaller than ordinary
i
values of 10 to 10f of conventional proportional counters.
Both ionization chamber and computer simulation methods are usefuli
in evaluating 10 MeV neutron absorbed dose arising from a U| MeV neutron
generator. Moreover, due to the mono energetic nature of the Uj- MeV
neutron source, ionization TE. chamber and many other dosimeters cai
be calibrated against this standard neutron-, source.
Appendix A
Coniput er Proaram fcr the 11 ont e Carlo Eva 1 uatin
of 14 MeV Neutron Tissue Absorbed
Dose in Planar TE Chambers
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0 0 H—- j11+ P
n n 6. rJ KJAJ
0 0 A 8
0 0 4 9
U0 .J)
00 5 1
G 0 5 2
n o n n—_i•Os~ r~l.t'J p-4-
REAi POWERVRANOE .E AS, A CM, PL, OS EE D, D, 0.0, ALE AP (2), BP (2), OP( 2)
INTEGER FLAG
C 0M M0 N E X TRAOSEF 0
COMMON A W, A L.F A ,B ,G ,FAS ,ALF AN (2)? EN (2) f G N( 2), E AS N( 2), XY Z( 3) ,Q, OTP T,
1 NO A( 8 00), A W?, A v?+, QV, EI N, EE, PEL AG{ 10)
READ( 513 0 SEED
1 FORMAT {010.3)
CALL R F A0
DO 10 1=1.1000
CALL RA NO{ AC M ,0)
X VZ{ 1) =0
CALL R A NO{ AC M ,D)
XV Z( 2)=0
CALL RAND{ AC M ,0)
C PR 03. A MP 100 TIMES
X VZ{ 3)=- ALOG(D) AO. 0000302
2 FORMA T( 3F 1 0.5)
CALL F SPEC{ EA 5)
C 4 L! SF| F C T
IF( A W.EQ. 1.0) GOTO 21
K=IF I X( A h) 2-5
GO T0{ 31 ,41 ,51) ,K
2 J CALL E S S( LFA ,B ,G ,E AS)
CALL CALC
GO 10 10
3 1 CALL R A MO{ AC M ,0)
IF (D.LT.0.7064) GOTO 21
IF{ 0. L T, 0. 8184) GC'TC 3?
A1 2.0
A L 3- 4. 0
A 44=9. 0
C| f|- f ,A, 3
1F{ E'lN.LT. 13.4) GOTO 21
C A S SUMPTION?. 60% CHANNEL AND EI N GT THRESHOLD ENERGY
Q V=- 5• 7 0 4
E E= 6« 6 6
C A I L NF SM ALF AM ,BN 0 KG EARN)
A l.FA =A LEAN{ I)
B =R N( 1)
G= G N{ 1)
CALL RANCH ACM,))
E A S- 5. 82- SQR T {3 3. 3 7-31. 8 AT))
A 4= 4 0 0
CALL CALC
C BY OR UTE FORCE
DO 20 Ji,2
A LFA= A LFAN(?}
8 =B N I 2)
G= G N( 2)
CALL RAND(ACMtO)
IF (ACM) 12,12,13
1 2 0 D=- SQR T( 1.0~ AC M 44?)
pro TO 1 AI 7 IJ I U Jl 4-
13 p r= SO S T! 1. Q- A C M?!
00 11 K =1 ,2
A C ;V1— i L: i t~~ 1 e 0) 4{ K -f 1}
10(( 1. O-ABS(G)) -1 .OF-1)) 16,16,17
16 A L F A P(K)=A CM
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R P{ K)=!') 0
G P( K)= 0• 0
GOTO 18
? 7 ALFA Pi K)=( AC MG LF A-DDB) SQRTC 1 .Q-GG}
0 P( K)={ AC M G B+DDALF A SQRT (1 .0-GG)
GPI K) =-ACMSQRT( 1. 0-G0)




CALL R A NO( A C M 10)
FA S= 5. 82~ SQR T( 3 3. 8 7-31. 8 D)
A= 4.0
ALFA-ALrAN(1)
B -B N( 1)
G= GM( 1)
CALL CALC
? 0 C 0 N 7I H 'OF:
GOTO 10
3 2 AF =j. 20
AF3= 4. 0
Ah4= 9.0
E I N- E A S
Q V=- 5 7 0 6+
r p.- i g
C A L r° NE S S( A LF A N, 8 H ,G N, E A S H)
A K= 4.0
CALL A SIGN 1
A F= 9 0
CALL A SIGN?
GO 70 1 0
41 CALL R A NO( ACM f0)
IE( 0 o He 0, 73 6,7) 9 CTC 71
IF().! T. 0. 33 87) 0 CTC 47
IF (0.LT o 0. 9462) GETC 43
A 1 4. 0
A 3 2= 1.0
A L 4= 1 4» 0f 7 i— A V
r 1 N= ;-A S
o v;= q a? a
-x rf o ii..
A SUM? TTCM AO 7 0
F F= 1 n.o
CALL' OF 5 S( ALF AM? G N ?G N? r A S N}










r~= 1 o 8 6
r A 11 J C 0 C i tt 7•| n m r? p a c a?L L 1.• 4_ n M i•-- i 7 i_ v!?; 9 M; S' j
A I =2.0
C A L L A S1 0 N I
A F-13. 0
110201
















0 1 2 7
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0 1 30
0 12 1
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0 I 4 1
0 14 2
0 1 4 3
0 1 4 4
1]44
0 I 4 6
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0 1 5 4
CALt A SIGN2
GOTO L0
4 3 A h= 14.0
A V»3= 4.0
A 3 4= 11.0
EIN=EA5
0V=-C.157
F r =6.6 5.





r p ~J C) J p3
5 1 CALL RANDIACM,9)
IF{ nBLTs 0. 70 870 G 0TG 21
A V= 16.0
A k 3=4. 0
A L 4 1 3 o 0
EIN=EAS
Q v=- 2.215
F F= 5. 2 7
CAI I NE SSi 4 IF AN?fiN,G N,E ASM)
A k= 4® 0
CALL A SIGN 1
A'•= 8
C A L L A SI G N 2
GOTO 10
c: FORM A T{ 3- 7.1)
4 FORMAT! I 3}
3 fqr OA T{ 4F 1 6. 7)
1 C CON TI N UF
TO TMO —0. 0
rM 9 1= 1 71 C
9 TO TNG= TO TNC+-RE! Ar.{ T}
kR ITE (6,1 5)( MOA IT) fl =1 r8 00.)
AT I TE{ 6 ,4 5) (RF LAG i I), 1 =1 ,1 0 5
LT I TE( 6,46) QTCT,TQTMC
lr FOR 0 ATI I 8)
4 5 FORMA T{, 1 QF 10. 9}
46 FORMA T( ,F1 6. 7)
6 Tin?
E N 0











COMMON A W, A LF A ,0 ,EAS f A LP AN (2), PN (2) T CN{ 2), E ASN (2)
A L FA -A L F A N( I 5
B= 8 N{ 1)
G=GN(1)
EA S-EA SN{ I)
CALL CALC
R E 7 UR N
END
FORTRAN IV GI RFL EASF 2.0 A S T G N? r AT F= 8 3 0 3 0 110201
0 0 0 1
f) o 0 2
000 3
000 4




r n n o
SUBROUTINE A SIGN?
COMMON AW,ALF A ,B ,G ?EAS y A LF AN (2) t 80 C2),GM2), FAS N (2)
A LFA =A UFA N{ 2)
B-BN(2}
G=GN{2)
EA S:= EA SNi?)
CALL CALC
R E 7 UR N
END
FORTRAN TV 81 RELEASE 2.0
0 0 0 1
POO 2
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 9
0005
0 0 0 6
000 7
0 0 0 8
0 0 0)
on in
CA LC CATE= 3 30 30 I 1 0201
SUBROUTINE CALC
INTEGER FLAG
C 0U M0 H A W f A LF A? B? G, E A S
CALL STOPRA( POKE R R ANGE »E AS)
C A L L CI J 9 0 F F{ F t A G »R A NG E}
IF (FLAG.L7-5.0R.F LAG aGIG 9) GOTO 4
C A L L I 0 N{ R A NG F, 0 ?F L A G1
3 FORMA T{ 4F 1 6. 7)'
4 RETURN
END
FORTRAN TV 01 RELEASE 2.C
00 0 1
0 0 0 2
000a
n o o 4
coor
COOc
0 0 0 7
0008
r A n C AT F= 3 30 30 110201
S LB R i 1V T1 NE R A ND( AC V. D)
REA L D SEED ,0, AC H ,R AM
C C: M MO N EXTRA D S F f n
R A M'=GG UB F SID SEED)
AC M=C: 3 S{ 3. 14] 6RA'N)
K A N= GG UBF SCO SEP D)
D- R A N
RE TURN
F N n
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0 0 3 9
C 0 3 3
00 34
SIBPUUTI ME E S S( A LP A ,B ,G f EAS)
REAL C SA ?E 1 ,C HE S, A A? B 8, C? ALE A Pt BF,GP, ALFA, 8f
1 G F AS, ACM D MID, CCA
CONMON Ah




CALL RAND( AC M ,Q)
C SA= 2. 0 ''CD -1.0
9 FOR MA T(F10 o 5)
E 1= 5 A S Q?5i 1- 0+«{ A W—1.0) (AW+1 .0) 2)
I+( l,D-({ A W- 1.0) AMR 0) 2.) ')CS A))
FA C-F4 S~p1
C THE S={ 1 c 0+A KC SA) SORT (1. 0 AWAW+? .0 AWCS A)
A A -f THF S
B3= SORtflo C-A ATAA)
CALL R A NO( AC M ,0)
C- AC M
I F{ C) 12,12,13
12 0 D=— SQR Ti 1. 0-CC)
GOTO 14
13 OD= SOR T{ 1. C-C C)





16 L F A P=( B 8 C G A LF A -B 6 D 8) SORT {1.0-0 G) +A A AL E A
6 P•={ BB C G B+ 3B 00 A 1 F A) S CRT( I. 0-0 G) 4- A A 3
GP=-83C SQR Tfl .0-GG)AAG
17 A LEA= A LFA P
B= B P
G= GP
R E T UR M
C,; n—».
FOPTP AM IV 0 1 R EL EA SF 2» C NP c;5 w w- CAT E= B3030
i 10201
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0 0 1 8
00 19
00 2 0
0 0 2 I
00 2 9
00 23
0 0 9 4
f 0 9 F
n 0 2 6
0 0 2 7
C 0 2 3
00 29
00 30
rn n iu U I
On P?
o n••
0 0 3 4
Q 0 3 c
0 n 3 a•.y
0 ,1 7 7
0 0 7 3
0 0? 9
0 0 4 0
00 4 1
0 0 4 2
0 n 4 a
C 0 4 '3
00 4 5
S18 R OUT I MF ME SS( ALFAN, 8N ,G N? FASN I
R E A L c 1 ,E2 ,EA B ,EC ,GA NMA,CHES {2)« A A« EE» C« DC At FAP? BP
i 0 p, A 1 F A N(?)? BN12}, G M(?) t E AS M2 3, A C M, D, C 0 A, AWT OT
CDFMf: N A h f 0 UM FY(817), A W3, A W4, Q V, F T f, E F
C0A -1«OF-5
nn n i=i,?
ALFA N( I )=Oo0
8N( T 3=0 0___
5 GN( I)= 1 .0
CALL RA NO{ AC M ,0)
A to TO T=A W+ 1 o 0
F 2= I• 0 F I N A V T0 T
F l-EIN+Q V-EE-E2
FA=A toi E I N A V TOT2
F;3 =A i4 PL .h RTCT
TF_fFl.LE.0.0) WRITE (6 20) AW3,ALT,E1N?CV, EF_
FC=2o 0 SQR T( A 1T0T 3) SQRT{ A W3 A L4 4 F I N4 E1) ACM
FAS M(1)=EA+EB+FC
FA SH I 2)= A W4 A V3 E A +E B A A4 -1C
20 FORMA T( 5F16.7)
IF (E1+E2.LE. 0. 0) WPI TF {6 »29) AW3 ,AW4,EIN.QVt EE
GAMMA= SOR T( A to'3 A toA W4 E I K7 (E1+ c2 1)
C THE c! 1)=( GAM E4+ At H) SQRT (1. O+GA MM A2+? 719 GAMMA A CM)
C THE Si 2)=! GAMMA-AC M) .S.CRT( 1. 0+GAPF A2-2 .0 GAMMA ACM)
OH 18 1=1,2
A A -f THE S( I)
R 5= S O R T (1 o 0- A A A A)
CALL R A NO( AC M ,0)
C -AC M
IF( C) 12,12,13
1? 0D=- SOR TC 1. 0-CC)
GOTO 14
1 p r,n- cnn Tf 1 r—f :;f
3 4 IF! (T; 0-A8 S(G M I 3)) -CQA) 15,15,16
15 A LFAP =B8 C
8? =8 B D
GP =A A G N( I)
GOTO 17
IP A L F A P=( 3 B C 0 N(!) A L F A N C T) -3BCD8N{ I)) S CRT! 1 .0-GN( I) GN{ I))
1 4-A A A LF A H( I)
3 P=( 88 C G M I )SK( 1) +BBDOALF AC{ I) )S CRT (1«0-GN {I) GN (1)3
1 4-A A B N( I)
GP=-B8C SORT{I„0-GN(I 3GN(133+A 4 Chi I)
1 7 ALFAN! I) =A LF A P
B Hi I} =8P
10 GN!I)=GP
P F T I P Mi L_! J' H
P 3 nw d__
F OPT R AN TV 01 R El. EA.SF 2,0 CUTGFF C4TE= 8 30 30 110201
000 1
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S L3R 0 U TT NE C U TOF F( F LAG, p L)
I N TFGER FLAG




NXYZC 2) =XYZ 2 )+PlB
MXV7( 3)= XYZ3 3 +PLG
5 FORMAT C3F12.5)
IF (ALFA) 21 ,21 ,22
2] IF (G) 23v23.24
2 2 IF (5) 2.5 t 2 5 f 2.6
23 IF{ G) 2 7,27 ,28.
24 IF (G) 29,29.30
25 IF (G) 31,31,32
76 IF (G) 33,33,34
7 7 IF{ MX YZ{ 1). L F. 1• O+XYZ (I). AND, NX Y Z (2). L'E. 1.0+XYZC2 3. AN 0 .NX YZ{ 3).
I GFoOoO) F LAG =1
p n 7 p c O
2 8 IF( M XYZ( 1). L E 1• 0+ X Y Z (13, AND, NX Y Z I 7 3, L E, 1.0 +XY Z (2 3» AN D ,MX YZ I 3).
1 GE. 3.0E- 4) FLAG =3
0 0 10 c 9
29 IF( N X YZ{ 1 3. LE. 1. O+XYZ (13, AND, NX Y Z (2).Lf.1.0• AND .NXY Z( 3} .G 3,0,0)
1 F L A G= 7
GO TD -9 9
3 G IF( MX YZ I 1 3. LE. 1. O+XYZ (13, AND, NXY 2 12 3. LE, 1 .0 +XYZ (23, AMD.
1 X VZ( 3 3• LE. 3. OE-4. AMD, NX Y Z (3). C E 3 .0 E-4) FLA 0=6
GOTO 9 9
7 1 in N X YZ( l),LE.h 0+ XYZ{ I 3. AND, NXY 2 (2). L E. I .0 +X Y'Z{ 2}• AND .XYZ (3 3 .U F.
I 3 .OE-4.AND,MXYZ(3} .GE.3.0F-4) FL AG—5
Q Q-] Q C 9
7 7 I F{ k XYZ( 1). LE .1.0+ XYZ{ 1). AND. NXY Z(2).LE.1.0. ANO.XY Z( 3 3 .L F. 3. 0E- 4
i A !n m y y 7 f) r r 7 nr) r i a r -7O' i! S: J O i j J£_ I -7 O '.-.D O -.7 l„ T} T L-' 7 I
p n t n c q
3 3 I F(NX YZ( 1) .LE. 1 .0+XYZ(i) .A NO.NXY 2(2).LF. I o0 .AN D.NXYZ{3)» GE.
I 3. OF- 4„ A NO. XYZ{ 3}. i F. 3. 0 F-4 3
1 flag=4
G 0 7 Q F 9
34 IF( N XYZ (13. LE. 1. O+XYZ (1). A MO. NX YZ(23.LF.1.0. AND .X Y 7{ 33 ,L c. 3. OF- 4
.AND. NXYZ( 3). GEo 3. OF -4) FLAG =8
9 9 R F LAG(FLAG}=P F LAG(p LAG 3+1.0
9 FORMA T{ 1013)
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00 16
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0 0 L 6
SIBROUTT NE 5E LLC T
COMMON AH
CALL RA NO( AC M ,0)
JF n.LT.0.59C5) o CTO 61
IF( 0• L T. 0, 94 23) G CTG 62
TF (O.LToO.9768) CCTC 63
A H- I 6 a 0
GO TO 5 1
6 1 A W—1 o 0
GOTO 51
6? A 4= 1 2. 0
GOTO 51
6 3 A W- 1 4 .0
51 R F1URN
F N 0
1 pRON 71 or :RF AO
COMMON' DATUM EEC36) ,STCP36) ,PTH (36)
0 00MON 8G E T C? 7 »F D{ 37)
COMMON AW
R FAD (530) (EE CI) A =1 ?3 6)
READ (530) i STGPn) A -1 36)
READ( 5 305 (PATH (1) 1-1,36)
RFAO (5,40) {EI( I) $1=1 ,3 7)
READ (5,50) CFOd) »I =1 .37)
40 FORMAT (20F3. I)
5 0 FORMA T{ 5E i 1. 1)
3 0 FORMA T{ 8E 7.1)
R E 1 CRN
F MD
F RPFf P AT F= 7 30 70 1 I 0 2 O I
S LB R CM? TT NE E 9 PE C CEAS)
C OH MO N B G E• (37) ,F D{ 3 7
REAL FA S ,0
CALL RAND C AC M D)
IF (D.LE.0.5) GOTO 10







10 IF (D.LE.0.1) GOTO 30
M= 12
GOTO 100
3 0 M= 1
N- 1 3
10 G 0 0 2 C 0 I= M 9 N
IF (O-FD(I)) 300 ,400 A 00
700 C0N7INUF









0 0 o 4
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 6
000 7
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S18o0UTINE RAST0P( PPL,PPOWF AS)
COMMON OA TIM FE{ 36} STOP (36) F AT F( 36)
r rr-IRON AW
REAL RFC? R P C h ,E AS FACT
INTEGER T
R P! =R p L A w
IF (RPL-PATHC 15) 5 060 ?70
5 0 1-2
GOTO 10 0
6 C 1= 1
GOTO 10 0
7 C DO 80 1=236
T F( RPL-PA TH( I)) 100,20080
80 CONTINUE
I= 6
100 FAC T=(RPL-PATH( 1-15)( PATH (I 3-PATH (T-l))
EAS= EE( 1-1)+ EE (I) -EEC 1-1) )FACT
R P 0 W= S TO P( T-l)-§-( ST CP CT) -ST CP (T-l) )FACT
GOTO 30 0
__20C FA S= FF{ 1)




r 1. r I fv 1
000 1
COO 2
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 4
000 8
0 0 0 6
000 7
0 0 0 8
0 0 3 9
00 10
0 0 1 1
C 0 1 2
0 0 1 3
00 1 4
C 0 1 5
n n 14
0 0 1 7
00 1 T
C C 1 9
0 0 2 0
0 0 2 1
0 o 7 2
0 0 2 3
~r(—r n j P AT 8- 8 80 80 110201
S18R0U T[ NE SICPRA( PCEE R, RA NG F« FAS)
COM HON DATUM E E( 36), ST CP (3 6) P AT H (36}
C EM MEN A Is
R FA I PD WF R »RA EOF ,F A S
EA S= FA SMI. QA W
T F CEAS-EE(l)) 5060 7 0
( 5'~ P
GOTH 100
6 C I= 1
GOTO 100
70 DO SCI=2t36
IF {EA S-EE CI)) 1 00 00 ,3 0
3 C CON 11 N UF
I- 6
IOC FAC T= l E A S-EE{ T-l)){ FF( U-FR( I-1))
c; P n R M T( F 1 o O q)
PO lSTOP( I— 1)+{ STOP! I} -STOP i I- 1)) F ACT
R A MG t= P A TH{ I— 1) CPA TH{ I) -P AT H( I- 1)) M F A r j
GO TO 3 C C'
30G POFR-STOP(I)
R ANGF= PA TH( I)
Q 0 C R A NGF— R A NG F MA V
F F T UP N
f M n



















0 0 1 9
00 20
00 21
p n n 3
00 2 2







SL8F oU TI NF I 0M P L ,G fF LAG)
COMMON 0 UN M Y( 1.3) »XYZ(3 5 ,Q,QTOT ,NCA {800)
INTEGER FLAG
REAL PL ?E A SI ,FAS2 ,G,RPL1 ,RPL2, RP 13
T F (FLAG.LT. 5.OR.FLAG.GT.8) GOTO I
RPL l=PL-{ 3. 0E-4-XYZ (3)) G
RPL3=RPL 1
IF{ R P L 1) 10,1020
10 RETURN
2C CALL RASTOPiRPLl ?RPON?GAS)
45 FORMAT( 3F16.10)
6 5 FORMAT {016.10)
FA 1=EA S
RPL2 =F P L3-{ 0. 085E-4) G
IF(RPL2) 30,30,40
3C RPL 2=RPI 3_
CALL PAST 0 P{ R P L 2? R P 0 V, E A S)
0-FAS31•1 1 6
GO 10 4
40 CALL RA ST0PIRPL2 ?R POft? EAS)
EA S 2 =EAS
C ACTUALLY TIMES E~13
Q={ FA SI-FA S2) 3 1.1 1.6
4 Q TO T-Q TO T+ Q
2 FORMAT (El 5. 5)
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